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to STOP any realization on the part of you-the-people to
SEE or HEAR that which is seemingly unimportant to
WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION
you in a most personal “tiny” capsule of experience. It
is fully recognized, and used, by the manipulators that
STRING PUPPETS
this is so and therefore even the most tiny distraction
pulls or pushes in every direction at once.
Hatonn—You are so manipulated that it is all but
You must be ready for dastardly diseases and they
impossible to even see that you are already ENSLAVED. are NOT Iraqi bugs on the loose—they are Elite bugs of
In America, the U.S.A., you already have a mix-match varieties. We warned you about smallpox
dictatorship which is totally manipulated by the MANY years ago and told you it would come to this
warmongers of global stature.
very day for use in the modern day terrorism games.
THERE IS NO TRUTH IN THEM NOR HAS Ah but—death comes with the games, students.
THERE BEEN SINCE THEIR DELIVERY TO THE
Now as casually discussed as the weather comes a
EARTH ITSELF. THAT IS “WHY” THERE “IS” A notice that “Pentagon discusses using chemicals to calm
PLANET SUCH AS EARTH.
rioters”. Read that line again, please. Right from the
While you scrounge around to find ANY excuse Associated Press it comes and states that “We decided
whatsoever to murder and maim, you in the U.S. had to step back and make sure the use of calmatives would
best awaken and see what is taking place in your midst. not violate the Chemicals Weapons Convention,”
I remind you that Bush MUST HAVE A WAR said Marine Capt. Shawn Turner, a spokesman for
on Iraq BEFORE Iraq presents their PROOF of the Joint Non-Lethal Weapons Directorate.
wrongdoing by the ones driving to war.
The point is that the U.S. MILITARY is exploring
I also remind you that there is still the major effort
ways to use “DRUGS
CONTACT
FIRST-CLASS MAIL SUCH AS VALIUM to calm
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people without killing them during riots or other
crowd-control situations where lethal weapons are
inappropriate.” Oh yes “they” CAN do it in less
than ten minutes, from desire to “done”.
Is Saddam Hussein your source of “terror” today?
No, he is NOT; think again. He is just “there” and it
is not he who pushes for war. Moreover, it is not he
who changes the rules just as a game is concluded so
that no one COULD meet requirements. Anyone can
win if nobody else knows the rules of the game.
Moreover and above that fact—will not bombs be
somewhat considered “weapons of mass destruction”?
No? Oh I see, if it is the “other guy” who is blown
away it doesn’t count? An Iraqi baby burned to crispy
toast has no value? WRONG! THAT IRAQI BABY IS
AS IMPORTANT TO GOD AS ANY “ONE” OF
“YOURS” WHO CLAIM “IN THE NAME OF CHRIST
OR JESUS”. It gets a bit sticky when you claim
something in “the name of GOD”, HOWEVER, doesn’t it?
GOD, nor Christ, said it was ever “O.K. TO KILL”!
And no, do NOT read me some self- or preacherinterpreted sentence out of mistranslated books scattered
(Continued on page 2)
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about for purposes of MAN, not guidelines of GOD (by
whatever label you choose to offer for identification).
Satan has ALWAYS known what he was doing, people,
and it certainly would appear that the old clown is
certainly a long way out there in front of goodness.
I am continually amazed at the lack of discernment
as some “mouth” gets on “the most” radio or TV
stations and expounds on HIS OPINION of what is
meant and sends people off to Hell “IN THE NAME OF
JESUS CHRIST”. No “Christ” would send anyone to
any such “reward”—and I find it unlikely that any
“Jesus” did so either. Then these speakers hedge their
bets by saying, “Well, I can’t judge a man, thank
goodness—but… THE scriptures say...!” What
scriptures? The Koran doesn’t say such a thing.
When challenged the speaker hums and haws and
fuddles his way through while protecting “Israel” of the
“Jews” claiming all protection of them is mandatory—
while they claim not to ever have believed on Jesus.
How interesting that each wants to have it “all” ways.
NOW PAY ATTENTION AS WE LOSE SOME
“VIEWERS”: GUESS ON WHOSE SIDE GOD WILL
BE WHEN YOU BOMB AWAY INNOCENT PEOPLE
FOR REASONS OF OIL-GRAB AND COVERUP OF
CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES?
You had all best start studying up Again ON THE
AREA of Iraq. THAT is from whence we come, my
good students.
You better refresh selves on the “Gaia (living
goliaths) Giants who inhabited Sumar (by whatever label
you give THAT area of Mesopotamia). And THEY are
coming back, good friends, and YOU ARE NOT
GOING TO SIMPLY “BLOW THEM AWAY”.
BUT WE NEED THE OIL!
You need what? No, you do NOT “need” oil—
you need to GROW and use that which has been
given you and disallowed your use.
Even E.J. over here in the Philippines KNOWS
that the war ready to burst forth here is over control
of OIL, MINERALS, METALS AND DEUTERIUM.
Deuterium is nothing except a distraction but
serves its lethal purpose to the manipulators.
“But, won’t GAIA change everything?”
Not unless someone DOES THE JOB and
MAKES IT SO. YOU ARE IN A DEATH-DUEL
AND YOU HAVE PLACED YOURSELVES RIGHT
WHERE “THEY” WANT YOU.
GUESS WHAT!
Right here, as well, it is interesting what dramas
are played out daily in EVERY way, shape and form.
Let us take American military presence.
It was just told to us that there is not even ONE
American soldier left down south in Sulu—“all gone”. But—
Today’s headline is that “A U.S. soldier was
killed yesterday...” in the area.
It is better known by “everybody” that there
ARE both construction personnel AND Special
Forces troops still building roads and shipping out
GOLD—EVERY DAY AND EVERY NIGHT. The
roads under construction are DIRECTLY headed
for the satellite-mapped “gold sites”.
The CIA seems to be the most active “front”
for the shipping by helicopter and transport craft
which hauls the gold to appropriate shipping ports.
Moreover, some of that gold is simply shifted off
by the “shippers” to their own caches scattered

around to be processed and “silently” stashed.
THERE IS NO SECRET HERE AND STILL THE
LIES GO ON, AND ON, AND ON AND EVEN ON.
Well, we are NOT going to get our people into
trouble “fighting” or “tattling” or doing anything else
about the situation. He who wishes to live in Hell
certainly has our permission to do so. The Philippines
is not a particularly “select” place for such antics.
“TRUTH IS NOT IN THEM.”
PROBLEMS IN PASIG RIVER CITY
I’m sorry to you who write and ask input or
remindings of our commitments which somehow come
to be “Ekkers’” pressure points. We can’t attend them
all but neither are you “forgotten”. If, however, we
have no “time” to get this task finished and working, we
have NOTHING with which to solve “your” or
anyone’s economic problems. Ours are totally “out of
sight” and a major MOVE looms directly ahead. This
Apartel is planned to be razed no later than “March” and
replaced by a 40-story Apartel on the site.
Now, the DRAMA is major in impact and is a
real call to panic for Ekkers as there simply is no
place as well suited for EVERYTHING for which
we have needs and the concern and shifting is
massively confronting as no reservations, they say
directly to Mr. Ekker, past December 31 st .
The important consideration is most certainly
a lack of funds to recreate even a semblance of
operational capability elsewhere and right at a time
when many, many things are bursting forth which
require fulltime attention.
A place must be sought and yet, what an incredibly
unlikely time to have this hotel chain consider a major
construction project as it can’t make ends meet NOW.
We KNOW one thing for sure: We are not being told
the facts or the truth. Oh well. Ekkers will go forth
and investigate and yes, they WILL find something
which will serve as well or better after we get to
an end of the “crab crocks” in this game in play
and we have, after all, until December 31 st and that
in a place where Christmas looks the worst of alltime records in this country—AND YOURS
(WHEREVER YOU ARE). Moving on Christmas
Day might be a very good time to shift while
everyone is in the pits over poverty and heartbreak.
There is a “mass exodus” of Filipinos now trying to
get shifted off to the U.S. if they can at all afford a
place there in Wonderland. But, the U.S. is putting
up more and more barriers including sending
thousands of workers “back home” to NOTHING.
This week a Manila mother killed her children
because she could no longer bear to see them starving.
Ah, but, those people “can’t count”, for they were
not Roman Catholic—just people—hungry people with
nowhere to turn. This is just one of zillions of
examples where the Father had to leave and lives with
a “lover” after abandoning all care of some six to
eight of his own children. I find it interesting.
What would YOU DO? Remember that there is no
similar “welfare” department as in the U.S. This
mother in point had to suffocate the children with
a pillow in their sleep because she had nothing else
with which to kill them. Not being in good
standing with THE “Church” she could not even
leave them at the temple of disinformation.
Where was GOD? Oh, HE was watching YOU to see
if anyone would come forward in TRUTH to stop the insanity.
You pray, GOD answers, and you ignore. So be it.
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BY THE WAY; THERE WENT JERUSALEM

Right before your very eyes the world was
changed by a stroke of a pen and hardly anyone
even noticed.
George W. Bush just, by signature, recognized
Jerusalem as Israel’s capitol. No it isn’t; it is part of
PALESTINE. But it is NOW! And the excuse for such
incredible doings? To make sure that “CAPITOLS”
were recognized in order to pay the annual payoffs
where the sum named was $4 billion but of that—
$3 billion IS THE ANNUAL CASH PAYOFF TO
ISRAEL ITSELF. THAT is a good trick if you
can pull it off and by hook or crook, THEY certainly
get it done. It’s OK, though, for that “help” is directly
from “you-the-people” taxpayers and doesn’t hurt that
old rock called FED or IMF/WB. THAT AID DOES
NOT COME OUT OF THE BANKERS’
POCKETS—IT GOES “INTO” THOSE POCKETS.
WHY DON’T “THEY” LIKE GLOBAL ALLIANCE?
The question is elementary, Dr. Watson. With
this program there will be cutout of interest payments
because there is a requirement for purchase of gold
to back every project and “loan” for that project.
Where would YOU choose to go for funds—15%
to 35% compounding interest or Credit for use of
ONLY what sums are needed and a growing
backup of gold which will shelter the project AND
negate these massive interest payments?
There is no place that does THAT, you say. Oh
yes there is—it is exactly the fundamental BASIS for any
Islamic banking institution. Moreover, our program
enhances the stature of the U.S. while supporting good
and honorable business which allows for GROWTH
and PROSPERITY up and out of the muck of the
debt swamp. WOULD GOD OFFER LESS? If you
have a struggle with the answer, it is NO.
In the face of losing every stick of everything held,
as in “seed grain” even, we must have sufficient time to
allow for PROPER unfolding, for we won’t get a
second go at this game in play. Please hold it in your
hearts at your next “complaint session” with GOD.
Change is up to YOU, not Ekkers, not Dr. Coleman, not
Col. Martin and not Heysooz Abernathy. In addition,
KNOW MORE: Salvation is yours to gain as well and
not “another’s” to somehow supply for your
convenience and copouts. As an example I will assure
you that, for instance, neither Dr. Coleman nor Col.
Martin have even the vaguest idea of what we are
“about”. And yet, BOTH know that what we have is
valid, real and certainly is a solution to economic woes
(which seems, after all, to be your biggest notation on
the complaint lists). Ah but, everybody wastes time
trying to figure a way to get it claimed for “self”, or at
the least a big whack—and nobody wants to step that
foot into that doorway lest the boogeyman “getsya”.
Most want to line up behind the Ekkers even
though they have been bashed every way from
Sunday and then the copout goes that “I” am lining up
with God so that there is no debate about the lineup.
Ah but, I, Hatonn, for instance, am simply in charge of
a “program” and my commitment is to WALK WITH
YOU, not for you. Gets sticky, doesn’t it?
The closer we get to a breakthrough on this project,
the more people we have lining up again—having come
back to what they now call “truth after all”. The words
mumbled are: “Well, I just didn’t know...”. Fine,
whatever is your game, play it, but we will not now go
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forth and change ours. Again put more succinctly: Your
demands are not our commands and never mind GOD
in this instance—HE WAS NEVER ELSEWHERE.
You who don’t like this “attitude” are not
paying attention—and remember that “YOUR
DEMANDS ARE NOT GOD’S COMMANDS!”
GOD GIVES YOU FREE WILL EVERY TIME AND
NOT JUST WHEN THINGS ARE GOING WELL
FOR YOU “SELF-MADE” CLAIMANTS.
EVERYTHING IS A CONSEQUENCE
OF SOME CHOICE TURNED TO ACTION
The more unfortunate circumstance, however, is
that sometimes YOUR choices flop over onto
another’s experience and the train, so to speak,
becomes a “run-away”. Even that choice is not
IMPORTANT until “action” is brought forth either in
concept shared or actual “action” taken. Even then
the “other” certainly does have “a choice” whether
that choice is to follow your choice or his/her own.
EVEN
“ATTITUDE”
IN
ANY
GIVEN
CIRCUMSTANCE IS “YOUR” CHOICE AND ONLY
YOURS. YOU CAN CHOOSE TO BRING FORTH
ACTION THAT IS POSITIVE IN ATTITUDE OR
NEGATIVE AND MISERABLE IN ITS VERY
PRESENTATION. THIS IS SO WHETHER IT BE
FROM A PRISON-CELL EXPERIENCE OR A
HERMIT IN A CAVE IN THE HIGH MOUNTAINS OF
“ANYWHERE”. You will be what you DECIDE to be.
Moreover, you will end up HAVING that which
you decide to acquire. This is even true to the crown
of the head of a nation. The point is usually that no
one believes he can achieve such a thing or simply
has no wish to attain such an empty symbol. You
will BE what you decide to be; you will achieve
that which you choose AND you will have your
attitude reflect whatever you have chosen.
When you consider yourself to be helpless and
faced with the impossibilities of life, you aren’t
and you haven’t. You don’t have LACK of
anything in such circumstances except “ideas”.
When life socks it to you, readers, and you think
you have lost something too important to go
without—look again, for you WILL go without “it”
when you take spiritual leave of your place—even that
ever-dissatisfying body you have acquired. In every
instance: CHECK YOUR ATTITUDE AND
POSSIBILITIES and if you can’t turn that “dud” into
a wonderment, then you are purely lacking in ideas.
If you must move, as in the Manila instance, you
must shape up the attitude so that as you go forth you
do so with POSITIVE POSSIBILITIES in the forefront
and if funds slow the choices to limitation vs.
limitation—then get rid of the limits. YOU ARE
WITHIN EASY REACH RIGHT NOW!
I do in this instance suggest that you gain some
control over the “crabs” in the game. In the one
instance where there is a major U.S. corporation
involved—GET THAT NEGOTIATOR OVER TO
YOUR PLACE FOR A VERY LONG, HARD VISIT.
We can do business ANYWHERE and if the U.S.
maintains its “offish” attitude, there is nothing to
prevent all other options which includes getting
something serious done in order to do funding from
beautiful downtown Manila—as a “foreign”
investment in something in the U.S. Oh wow,
possibilities never cease. There’s a new idea: The
Philippines making major investments in the United
States of America! This doesn’t have anything to do

with Ekker-Ekker or Buster Keaton. I suggest on a
cutesy note let us consider just as in Olympic
games—GO FOR THE GOLD but don’t JUST
daydream about gold-mines in the sky far away.
That is worse than “pie in the sky” cut into bite-sized
pieces before you even roll out the crust.
Be rational, people, for you can grab an idea
and find clues in everything you see or hear.
Example: Yesterday in Manila the government was
offered some extensions of IMF guarantees.
That is NOT a big deal, for the debts are strangling
everyone as everything goes into the dumpster. The
facts are that the Philippines “IS UNABLE TO AFFORD
COMMITMENT FEES”. By the way, the guarantees
would ONLY cover more loans already committed FOR
“SERVICING” THE ALREADY UTILIZED LOANS.
Sorry to be a wet and repetitious blanket,
readers, but GOD HAS OFFERED THE

“ONE” SOLUTION—GLOBAL ALLIANCE
INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION! That is
NOT “NESARA” and not “MAGIC”. This is based
on pure logic, reason and reality.
If YOU can’t see this for the blinders on your eyes
and your attitude about involved persons, etc., even
myself—sorry, it is what IS. Moreover, if you can’t
see by the very size of the MIRACLE offered, then the
blinders are going to get even more and more painful.
Our PEOPLE can come and they can go and it will
not change the facts one iota. Neither does it matter
WHAT you call us, for we offer no magic nor
manipulations—WHAT YOU SEES IS WHAT YOU
GET. But yes indeed, we DO have some “conditions”
just as GOD has “conditions”. Our intent and love is
absolute but our commands certainly do bear
“conditions”. Once met we leave our “joint venture
partner” to manage his own affairs and move on—but
our guidelines WILL BE MET AS MANDATORY
“CONDITIONS” OF AGREEMENT. We will build no
war machines and if a man lies to us and builds his
own—it is HIS DOING AND NONE OF OUR OWN.
Man will do what he WANTS to do and that
may well be a “want” from a gun to the head but,
nonetheless, it is an action change or stay that is
based on “want to”. Another party may well limit
your choices to “his own” in a moment of force
but in any instance or encounter—you will make
your own choices—EVERY TIME. Wisdom might
well be your consideration in these instances of
“forced decision-making”.
I am quite unimpressed by that old saying: “Willing
to die for...!” When you are willing to LIVE FOR
something, then I certainly get interested and all the
Angels pay attention. How you handle and grow within
this present experience determines where and who you
will be in your next. Higher knowledge comes to man
solely through the unfolding of intelligence within him
which leads him to discover the Light of his own
divinity and ONENESS with/within GOD.
Let us consider that “failure”/“success” perception
you seem trapped within and slip into or out of
realization from one thought to the very next idea that
pops into the consciousness. The principle reasons for
“failure” are lack of confidence and too much effort
focused on “self”. When you decide that you do not
longer want to deal with failure, you are already a
success. You KNOW what is “right” and what is
“wrong”—for that “knowing” is birthed within your
being and dwells in that “soul” who is experiencing
within whatever manifestation you present. Therefore
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you must also KNOW that, as a reminder, “Satan”
CANNOT CREATE; he can only play to your free-will
choices. Moving on forward, it is then logical that
Creating and Creator are your only PURPOSE and, since
only goodness “can” “CREATE”, IT BEHOOVES
EVERY PHYSICAL EXPRESSION TO BE IN
AWARENESS OF INTENT AND PURPOSE—AT
EVERY MOMENT IN EVERY EXPERIENCE.
“But isn’t chaos actually a ‘created’ circumstance?”
Only in misuse of the term “create”. Chaos is a result
of physical impressions being manipulated or put into
disorder. It is NOT creation of anything but a negative
manipulation of what already exists and is existing in
your conscious perception. IDEA/THOUGHT IS THE
CREATOR IN EVERY INSTANCE—SO CLEAN UP
YOUR OWN AND FIND A GREAT RELIEF AS YOU
TURN TO MAKE ERRORS TO CORRECTION.
THE BIG “FORGIVE”
Stop it, chelas, for that is also a very misused and
abused WORD which no longer has meaning.
To “forgive is divine”? No, GOD is “divine”
and HE HAS NO NEED TO “FORGIVE”, for he
has GIVEN unto the perpetrator of any action,
free-will choice. For YOU to forgive off the top
of your burdened mind is a silly exercise to serve
YOUR OWN PURPOSES. And to “forgive”
without request is TOTAL ARROGANCE.
If you seek “forgiveness”, then first you must atone
(make restitution) for that action which now solicits
“excuse” and of which makes up the most of
mankind’s most silly practices: EXCUSES.
“Forgive” as a term, however, is a commonly used
word so we are all stuck with use of it.
Forgive SELF? For what, pray tell? If you have
done something to necessitate “forgiveness” of self or
from another, I suggest that you FIRST make
restitution and atonement, for words are great or
worth nothing—take your pick. Ah BUT, your words
will and do present your reflection as in a lie or in
truth but always in expression of a thought put forth
in said lie or truth and become a reflection of that which
you truly ARE. Your actions will bear out truth no
matter how hard you “try” to cover your ill-deeds.
And yes, no matter how hard you “try” otherwise,
the TRUTH SHALL ULTIMATELY “OUT”.
I ask my people who would otherwise be distracted
into other paths of attention to please not dwell on the
negative actions of others who were and are bent to
deceive and damage even our physical aspects—mine
included—for it is truly ONLY a distraction of the worst
kind. When we succeed, as we shall, we have no
further NEED of anything the past has had to
offer—except the honorable brotherhood shared
and lessons conquered. A thing can be replaced
or discarded—do NOT lose sight of VALUES.
I remind you who feel damaged that evil-doers,
especially in conspiracy to damage, WILL TURN ON
ONE ANOTHER—IT IS A UNIVERSAL LAW. They
become as rats when a ship is sinking, they will hang
onto whatever might save their own selves at ANY
expense to another. It will come through blackmail,
actual “telling”, and/or to cover their sorry deeds no
matter the cost to another. Moreover, he who revels in
the damage he has brought against another shall put
himself down in the eyes of those he would have
receive his boasting. Worse, he errs when he turns and
bites the hand that fed him and from whom he would
now demand “forgiveness”. The cycles are endless
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wheels of experience with each action a spoke in the
wheel, be it sound or weak. Therefore, when there are
so many missing spokes from negative actions it is
recognized that the whole of the wheel will collapse as
surely as day follows night. In that reality all the hiding
under the claims of Light and FALSE “love” will boil to
the surface and trap you in your own “doing”.
Do you REALLY wonder why we “take so long” to
perfect our program or are you simply just impatient
because of your OWN druthers? You people took a
very long, long time to reach this miserable place in
which you find self. Now you expect someone else to
FIX IT and for goodness sakes (or badness sakes) do
it instantly. Fine, we will step back and give YOU
opportunity to CREATE THE MIRACLE. Yes indeed,
miracles ARE “created”—every time.
We have to observe that people come and then run
while actually going out of their way to tear down their
very own program and then lie their way through the
excuses while sheltering their own lies and wrong
(criminal) actions while they say they are purposed to
“serve truth in the WORD”. And moreover, do it from
a tax-free base which is a dead give-away clue in the
first place. On what basis, for instance, could
SPECTRUM, A STOLEN PAPER and a
CORPORATION ENTITY become a non-tax entity?
No, YOU TELL ME! It has no foundation of a
“church” and therefore you are left with a “cult”
status, are you not? It is not a “foundation” or even
an association so belonging to Dr. Young and HIS
CORPORATION (now a tax-exempt corporation), how
did “they” pull off such an offensive cover for selves?
What is meant by “tax-free”?
It is in this instance structured for coverage of
anyone donating (DONATING) to them and have ability
to use that donation as a tax deduction. They had/have
no program for ever being able to repay a “loan”
although many of the “donations” were considered loans.
Confusing? Not really, if you are playing games with
stolen property while trying to make it look legitimate—
while hiding from personal income tax probable
investigation by the IRS. A loan keeps the receiver free
of income as being always indebted for payback and,
people, you cannot legitimately have it BOTH WAYS.
You can manage the business both ways but the
manipulation of such corporate structure is a bit
on the investigate-legality of such a plan.
“Ah but,” you might ask, “if they never make a
profit where do they stand?” Right where they would
honorably be if they did not have that “tax-exemption”
clause. That too would be fine except that the very
corporate structure of “Spectrum” as a corporation is
NOT a valid tax-exempt entity. You must be careful
how you utilize your corporations. And no, we are not
interested in pursuing any kind of attention to our former
miscreant friends who make their own rules through
their druthers and invisible voices supposedly giving
forth instructions—by using MY NAME.
It is too late today to start on the topic of our
favorite kind as an update from years ago on
Scalar energy, so we will open a new file
tomorrow if room-hunting doesn’t interfere.
Change has to be confronted and the way is to face
it and stop wishing it were different. Rather, go
forth and see what is available or would be available
when necessity locks the door in your face.
Good things are being, yes, created and taking
form, so we will keep our sights polished and on target.
Thank you, GCH
dharma
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Scalar Technology
Concepts Revisited
Elite prevent implementation of Scalar Free-Energy methods
in order to maintain economic control of the citizens.
10/5/02—#1 (16-50)
RE: SCALAR TECHNOLOGY
IF IT’S ON THE INTERNET, THEN WHY REPEAT?
Hatonn—If a subject is covered on the Internet or
simply in “special” journals, most of our people who have
been with us for lo these many years won’t ever see it.
This is the very basic reason our paper was birthed
in the first place. This is to give you information
and to whom you might look for ongoing information
which is denied general establishment publication.
At this point we still can only offer acquaintanceship
and future support for ongoing projects which offer
truth in “the word”, the information, AND in the
practical presentation of manifest operations.
At least a dozen years ago we covered Scalar
technology and I remind you that “Scalar” is a term
presented by Scientist Tom Bearden in an explanation
and a label for “Prana” or “Living” electromagnetic
energy waves. I can’t better describe this than
already presented but you need an update because
the topic is moving towards getting a lot more
attention as wars grow more probable. It seems
mankind cannot simply use these wondrous
discoveries for potential GOOD but must tamper and
destroy at first opportunity. No, GOD will NOT
prevent such free-will use from coming to be.
To cover the topic as briefly, for us, as is possible, we
will use another’s compilation of material and hopefully give
credit where due, for there is no intent to “corner” any
revelation or take proprietary information. We offer the
updated information simply to give educational realization
to public attention. We actually gain nothing other than a
big headache in the process, so please be patient in our
attempt to bring knowledge to your attention.
We are presented with some 66 pages of compiled
documents here and to do justice as well as update my own
working teams, yea, even in Manila at this keyboard, we will
simply type, please, the whole of the package, AS IS, while
asking that the information be split into comfortable
segments as Mr. Moore sees space availability. No, we do
not wish to enlarge the paper in number of pages. This
topic is easily and perchance more readily run in segments.
We will make an effort to keep the keyboard tapping
but we have personal needs at present in obtaining
quarters suitable for a mandated “move” of our facilities
so those appointments must be met timely. As we meet
the pressures which come each day we will simply take
the mandated priorities as they confront us.
We do not play in “politics” and yet everything we touch
becomes POLITICAL in this world of confusion and, therefore,
we must not make waves but move with the flow of events.
We are making incredible progress and I would hope
that even a “move” can be accepted as the progress it
represents in spite of the seeming negative impact and the
ever-present inconvenience. For my team here it might
well represent a need to get SETTLED and operative in
new facilities by early in the coming year (2003).

We have laid a foundation from which to have a
marvelous working program but the “eggs” must
finish incubating. Then, we shall (ARE) beginning to
begin interchange and integration with some
international companies as well. All of which must be
done in low profile, private consideration. We
recognize that matter as well as anti-matter will
constantly be flung at us continuously just like the
flow of Scalar Waves and we must learn to live
through and with whatever presents.
Please hold to these documents as they are
presented because it is a fact that in this place there will
be no space nor storage for much of anything and yet,
had we not kept active all that which we have
accumulated to this point, we would not have provenup even on our own program potential. This while ALL
THE HELP, friends, in that area of records keeping and
management of the nitty-gritty work is of necessity
having to be handled 9000 miles away—back “home”.
And NO, do not tell me that you can’t do this or that
because after all you are now fifty or even sixty years
old—Ellen never misses a day or a deed and she is now
80. Using your mind keeps you “with mind” and
together we are going to walk right to the other end of
this seeming black hole and into the sunlight of
accomplishment. Can we do it? We ARE doing it!
There is no argument, save perhaps by V.K. Durham
and other disinformation sources, who even question
our holdings. The point is to use it without moving into
larger and more bitter wars of massive destruction. We
are quite happy to start small, work out the wrinkles and
make sure everything becomes win-win. Moreover, the
attempts to pull our people FROM THE PATH and drag
them into the distractions HAVE NOT WORKED and
though the price of the disappointments and hurt are
often seemingly too great to endure, WE shall do so
and those who would indeed welcome a “visit” will
grow, as well, in the process. WHEN A WINDOW IS
SHUT—GOD ALWAYS MAKES SURE THAT SEVERAL
BETTER OPENINGS PRESENT THEMSELVES. AH,
BUT: YOU MUST RECOGNIZE THEM.
We are going to use terms in the next presentations
which are going to seem quite wild in overall concept,
i.e., “for the sake of the survival of Earth”. Nothing is
changed except your need to realign perceptions and
realizations that “YOU” are not privy to everything so,
if uninformed, all you have is your “attitude” or
“opinion” which without input of proper information is
unworthy of presentation in the first place.
We certainly thank the parties who saw to it that this
information was sent to us, for it saves hours of work
digging up the research information to see what is available.
I DO NOT OFFER REVELATIONS—THAT HAS BEEN
DONE AND YOU NEED TRUTH AND FACTS AS
ALREADY AVAILABLE—NOT SOME MAGICAL
REVELATION TO DEBATE POSSIBILITIES.
You demand something tangible (physical) upon
which to base your “confirmations”—so here it is, do
with it that which you will.
* * * * * * * *
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PART ONE: RE: SCALAR TECHNOLOGY
[QUOTING SCALAR WARS, The Brave New World of
Scalar Electromagnetics, by Bill Morgan (Date of writing
not given.), received to our attention, 30 September 2002:]
FOR ALL: This is a long (66 pages) paper that is a
bit technical, but the author has managed to put most of
it in terms novices can understand…But, the entire subject
matter is exceptionally dramatic and important.
It is the next level of our upward movement that
Technology has been supporting and it may be far
more important than the atomic/nuclear
breakthrough of more than 50 years ago.
The most important aspect that attaches to it is
who is controlling it today! If it gets into the
wrong hands, we are facing problems. Read this to
get a better understanding of something you only
may have heard of in passing.
SCALAR WARS
By Bill Morgan
For the past six months I have been undergoing the
greatest paradigm shift I have ever had to go through. It
has rattled my nerves and shaken my bones. This intense
adjustment of my “world” has come about by studying the
information given by Col. Bearden at his Website Cheniere.
The new knowledge there has necessitated a total
revision of my ideas about physical reality, in the
world we live in, and the future of humanity.
This paradigm shifting even actually made me
dizzy on certain occasions as I tried to absorb and
digest Bearden’s vast amount of information. I am
not a scientist at all, just a layman, and I have little
comprehension of the math and high physics of this
new science called “Scalar Electromagnetics”. But
there is a great deal of information at “Cheniere”
which needs to become common knowledge as fast as
possible, for the sake of the survival of this Earth.
To that end I have put together this small primer
of Bearden’s information as a kind of “beginner’s
guide” to his Website. (I have tried to underline
certain words and phrases which are part of the new
“jargon” of talking about these “new” phenomena.
Also I have taken the liberty of bolding certain words
and phrases to help them fit the mind.)
(Note: Throughout “EM” MEANS “electromagnetic”,
and “LW” means “longitudinal waves”. You can download
this article in Word format.
This article has six sections:
1. NEW WAVES
2. TAPPING THE WAVES
3. WEAPONIZATION
4. HEALING
5. PSYCHOENERGETICS
6. AS IT STANDS
[H: As we go along here we note that the ends of
lines of print are “cut off” and therefore unless a
technical term or symbol is used we will attempt to
give meaning by inserting what appears intended as
to the missing print. Anyone wishing to be totally
accurate might well get the information directly “in
your format” from the Internet source.]
1. NEW WAVES DISCOVERED
Longitudinal EM energy fills vacuum of space, the time
domain of spacetime, time as compressed energy, E=tc2,
waves of time, phase conjugate wave pairs.
[H: Many of you who had opportunity to get our
“banned” journals on LIGHT and waves as the basis of all
expression and “spiral” of seeming “motion” might wish
to study up a bit on that which Walter Russell presented
regarding the topic. It is, as presented by Dr. Russell,
lacking the most valuable “keys” to understanding.

We attempted to bring you some corrections but were
brought to the Federal Courts of Injustice by that which
called itself the University of Science and Philosophy.
You CANNOT, however, fully understand “Scalar”
technology without fundamental understanding of the
very pulse of life itself. This, however, does not in any
way negate this information for your processing.]
“Electric power is everywhere present in
unlimited quantities and can drive the world’s
machinery without the need of coal, oil, gas, or any
other of the common fuels.”—Nikola Tesla
“At any point and at any time, one can freely and
inexpensively extract enormous EM energy flows directly
from the active vacuum itself.”—Tom Bearden
I guess the first thing to try to comprehend is that
a “new” kind of electromagnetic (EM) wave has been
discovered in the empty vacuum of space which, when
engineered, can be an inexhaustible supply of energy in
great magnitude at any place in the universe. The word
“new” is in quotes because the discovery really goes
back to Nikola Tesla and his discovery of what he called
“radiant energy”. It is also not “new” because the
Russians (KGB) have been working on this technology for
over thirty years and have weaponized these “new”
longitudinal scalar waves to a great degree.
These are the weapons Nikita Khrushchev spoke
if in January 1960.
“By 1957-8 the Soviets had progressed to the point of
a giant scalar EM accident in the Urals which exploded
nearby atomic wastes, devastating the area. They had also
progressed to development of great new superweapons
using their new energetics—weapons to which Khrushchev
referred in 1960 when he informed the Soviet
Presidium of a new, fantastic weapon in development,
a weapon so powerful that it could wipe out all life on
Earth if unrestrainedly employed.”—Tom Bearden
After over 30 years of development, and extensive
testing around the globe, these new scalar electromagnetic
weapons are up and running and ready to go. Tom
Bearden, at his Website “Cheniere”, discusses the history
of these new scalar electromagnetic weapons in his paper
“Historical Background of Scalar EM Weapons.”
Some Immediate Implications
The implications of successful engineering of the
longitudinal waves are enormous, and will change the
world as we know it, one way or another. Among
other things, these discoveries mean that:
1. The solutions to the energy crisis and the
“oil problem” are in hand. These oil wars are
unnecessary. There is endless energy available
freely from the domain of time.
2. Unbelievably powerful weapons are not only
possible, but are already operating in several
nations. The many powers of these weapons are
unprecedented and mind-boggling.
3. The cure of diseases such as cancer and
AIDS, in fact nearly any disease, has become possible
within a few years of sufficient funding. Everyone
can be made healthy and stay healthy.
4. Mind control on a mass scale has now become
possible, and the machines to do it are already in place in
certain nations. It has become possible to mentally enslave
whole populations with the twist of a few dials.
So the layman will need to understand that there is
a new kind of electromagnetic energy that is altogether
different from what he knows, e.g. radio, TV, cell
phones, etc. The ordinary EM waves that we have
known about are called transverse EM waves, to
distinguish them from the new longitudinal EM waves.
These scalar waves do not actually exist in our “material”
world, but exist only in the vacuum of empty space, or the
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time domain. And we must keep in mind that this vacuum
of space we speak of exists all throughout everything. Even
our bodies are mostly empty space between atoms and
molecules. [H: Often most notable “between the ears”.]
So the gateway to this seething ocean of energy can be
there at every point in the universe. This seething
ocean of energy is all around us and all through us.
EMPTINESS IS FULL
This amazing discovery announces that the
“emptiness” of empty space is in fact not empty, but
a great ocean of seething energy!
Col. Bearden refers to this ocean of energy as being
of the “time domain”. Energy out of time? It seems like
something from Star Trek but this is the point which the
new science of scalar electromagnetics has reached.
And where it is going may be beyond anything Star
Trek could have dreamed of.
We live in a 3-dimensional world, which physics
calls “3-space”.
But there is also spacetime, or 4-space, or the “4th
dimension”. Then suddenly comes this amazing new
knowledge that time itself is actually compressed energy.
And it is energy which is compressed by exactly the
same factor of which matter is considered
compressed energy: the speed-of-light squared!
So we have a new companion to the famous
E=mc 2 . It is now paired with E=tc 2 (where it is
actually “delta-t”, or change in time). Or (amaze your
family and friends and) say:
“E equals em-cee-squared”
And
“E equals delta-tee-cee-squared”
It has a nice ring to it, like some freedom bell
announcing a new era.
And as the atomic bomb released the compressed
energy in matter, so can we now unleash the tremendous
energy that is compressed into time itself. It gives a
completely new meaning to the term “time bomb”.
[H: More than that you might wish to consider what
seems so very elusive to various categories of “scientists”
that that simply cannot seem to relate such things as
densely compressed BLACK HOLES to this very
information. It seems there is undue emphasis placed on
one scientist’s ego needs that are the actual “black holes”
which disallows you to KNOW TRUTH. Move beyond
these traps lest you be the blunt target of these things
and never even know what hit you.]
Some New Terminology of Scalar Electromagnetics
(A new science, several new names)
“Those [Russian] weapon scientists resurrected an old
term from the history of electrodynamics, called
“energetics”. That is their approach to unified field theory,
where everything is based on “energetics”. This model at
its foundations uses a very similar approach to that “single
fundamental unit” model, where energy is the unit. If one
makes the energy EM in Nature, then one has the Russian
energetics approach. This unified approach gathers
everything in, including all energy actions and relations in
inert matter (the first branch of energetics, called by the
same name), all field and matter interactions in living matter
(the second branch of energetics, called “bioenergetics”,)
and all mind-matter interactions (the third branch of
energetics, called “psychoenergetics”). [Ed: sometimes
also called “psychotronics” by the Russians]
“Note that the weaponeers sliced energetics into
three branches, with each branch depending on the
nature of the ‘targeting’.
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it is “endville” arrived. Moreover, if you can’t see that the
whole developing war is to gain more and more control
over people, nations and oil fields, to make sure you
continue in your polluting death-wish, then you are quite
blind. The pipeline project over which Afghanistan was
invaded IS NOW UNDERWAY IN CONSTRUCTION.
So it is not unlikely that you must have other more
appropriate diversions and distractions of major kinds
while Israel is established as desired, the bankers are
entrenched without you having loopholes AND the
prophecies of Biblical proportions are dumped on you.
The “dollar” is collapsing as we write. Gold has been
stolen and shifted and no currency is now based on
“value”—only empty paper. It is SERIOUS time, friends.
This is also WHY it is so dangerous and tedious
for our people, be it Bearden, Ekkers, Moore or any
other “truthbringer” (much the more, actual scientists
with ANSWERS) to survive.
The very term: “Endless free energy” is enough to
freeze the blood of YOUR ENEMIES. And yet, everything
in manifestation or realization IS “free energy”. And yes,
GOD CONTROLS IT IN ITS VERY CREATION AND
EXPRESSION. This does not, however, even infer that it
is not tampered, utilized and/or established for use in
heinous and horrendous negative intent or purposes.
Why doesn’t somebody do something about this?
WE ARE! We are paddling this canoe along with all
those other canoes in our “team” just as fast as
physical action allows. It is a rough sea out here and
if you haven’t noticed as much, then I suggest you
WHAT DOES “ZERO POINT” MEAN?
reread these papers such as is shared here.
We need to attend a meeting so must leave this now.
“Boyer traces the historical ‘creation of the vacuum’ as
Salu, GCH
proceeding in stages in parallel with the historical
development of ideas about the vacuum. To paraphrase, he Dharma
says that in the 17th Century, it was thought that a totally
10/7/02—#1 (16-52)
empty volume of space could be created by simply
removing all matter and, in particular, all gases. That was
RE: SCALAR TECHNOLOGY. PART TWO, SEC. TWO
our first concept of the vacuum. Just get rid of all the gas.
“Late in the 19th Century, it became apparent that
the region still contained thermal radiation. But it
SCALAR WARS
seemed that the radiation might be eliminated by cooling.
THE BRAVE NEW WORLD OF
So the second concept of getting a real vacuum is to
SCALAR ELECTROMAGNETICS
cool it down to zero temperature. Just go all the way to
absolute zero. Then we’ve got a real vacuum. Right?
By Bill Morgan
Well, since then, both theory and experiment have
shown that there is non-thermal radiation in the vacuum
TAPPING THE WAVES
and that it persists even if the temperature could be
lowered to absolute zero. Therefore, it was simply
Endless free energy, Tesla’s radiant energy, the
called the “zero point radiation”.—Thomas Valone dipole as the gateway to the energy of the void, MEG
(http://www.seaspower.com/InsideZeroPoint.htm)
in one year, Bedini, Yakuza, etc. End of Oil,
“For our very survival, it is absolutely imperative that geopolitical chaos, rogue groups.
informed citizens be aware of this dramatic change, which
is just now starting. The powerful new science and MOVE OVER GE & BIG OIL, ENERGY IS EVERYWHERE!
THIRD WORLD NATIONS SET TO RISE
engineering must be controlled and used for humanity’s
benefit, not its detriment. Else it will eventually be let loose
“Certain powerful interests did not wish the extended
unrestrainedly, to destroy all life on Earth—a possibility
electromagnetics to be discovered or taught. That, after
indicated by Nikita Khrushchev in 1960.”—Bearden
all, would lead to free energy and loss of economic control
[END QUOTING PART ONE, NUMBER ONE]
Please make an effort to understand that OUR of the citizens. That was precisely why Nikola Tesla had
mission is not to present this information as in some already been suppressed… Today it is still being
revelation but rather, as stated up top, to facilitate it suppressed by the orthodox establishment.”—Tom Bearden
The vast seething ocean of energy of the vacuum,
reaching as many eyes and ears as is possible.
We received a call this morning from our beloved the longitudinal scalar EM waves of the time domain,
friend in New Zealand just wanting to make sure that I can now be tapped and “transduced” into ordinary
inform George W. Bush that neither New Zealand nor (transverse) EM energy in our 3-Space world. The
process can be compared to putting a paddlewheel into
Australia wants any part of “his war”.
I won’t comment on that attitude other than to say a river. The energy acquired is free, since the river is
that at this point in your historical evolution you are there flowing whether we tap it or not. And it is a
pretty much stuck with what you get—until we can get mighty river, and is not diminished by our paddlewheel.
This means that a permanent solution to the
a few tracks headed into the opposite direction.
This will certainly make sense better after we address “energy crisis” is at hand, if only those who hold it
Part 2 of this Scalar presentation. If YOU ARE ALLOWED so secret would give it up to humankind.
It means our species’ insane use of oil is no
to uncover the dastardly deeds of these Elite manipulators,
“So I took a hint from them, since the stuff and
the approach worked. They had already weaponized
it highly.” Bearden: http://www.cheniere.org/
correspondence/021502a.htm
See also “Subdivisions of Soviet Energetics”
Rick Andersen in an article called “What is Scalar
Electromagnetics?” describes the new science this way:
“Scalar EM is the brainchild of Lt. Col. (retired)
Thomas E. Bearden, a systems analyst and war-games
specialist who has been advocating a view of
electromagnetics which is based on the notion of a vast,
unseen background of scalar energies (as opposed to
vector energies) which underlie all physical reality.
“If Bearden is correct in his Scalar EM theory, then
we can build devices which would enable us to alter
gravity, time, inertia, and the apparent mass of an object.
This of course has ENORMOUS implications for military
applications, space-vehicle drives, time-travel,
teleportation, paranormal phenomena, and just about
every other area one can think of.”
“Time-energy, time-currents, and time-structuring
play the dominant role in electromagnetics. Time-asenergy eventually becomes engineerable, as easily as
is spatial energy now. We are always dealing with
spacetime and with spacetime curvature”.—Bearden
The scalar energy discovered in the vacuum of
space is sometimes called “zero-point” energy.
Thomas Valone explains how this term came about.
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longer necessary. We can make automobiles that
need no fuel at all. We can build motors that power
themselves. It means that unlimited electrical power can
be available for free anywhere in the world. Every house
and even shack can have its own power supply.
Of course there is the cost of the equipment at first,
but the energy flow is free for the presumably very long
life (no moving parts) of the generator. It will probably
take decades to shift over to scalar power.
But the ability to tap the scalar (longitudinal) EM
waves of the vacuum (which exists everywhere) also means
that unbelievably powerful weapons can be, and already
have been developed. In fact these weapons are so
dangerous that the fear engendered becomes a
psychological obstacle to the grasping of the facts.
I struggled with this myself for months, and even though
Tom Bearden had completely convinced me already, it is hard
to accept the fact that for everyone on Earth the “worst that
might happen” has suddenly gotten much worse. It takes
time to deal with that, to realize it and get over it.
Indeed, the possibilities of these new weapons,
which are tapping the huge energies of time, are so
terrifying it is natural for the mind to simply say: “I
don’t want to hear about that.”
And the government, likewise, pretends these
weapons do not exist and tries to keep it secret from the
people. Because most people would indeed be truly
alarmed to know the actual situation. Col. Tom Bearden
has decided that the people need to know the truth
anyway. As a People on a Planet we must face this
now, and ban the use of scalar weapons in war or in
mass mind control. The current deployment of these
weapons is a world emergency which we must all face.
The physics and mathematics of the longitudinal
waves and the time domain are clearly beyond the
layman, but I recommend scanning through them anyway
just to get a sense of the wonder and the elegance of
it all and some of the exotic terms which are used.
Two of the most important papers by Col. Bearden are:
Giant Negentropy from the Common Dipole
The Final Secret of Free Energy
Despite the complexity of the science involved, Bearden
sums up the essential secret of it all in a few words.
“There is no problem at all in extracting all the energy
one wishes from the active vacuum, anywhere in the
universe, at any time. Just make a dipole.
“The problem is in (1) catching some of that
freely gushing EM energy in a circuit containing a
load, and (2) dissipating the caught and collected EM
energy in that load to power it, without using half
the caught energy to destroy the source dipole’s.
“That is the ONLY real energy problem on the
planet, and always has been.”
A dipole could be a battery, which is polarized into
negative and positive. Or the terminals of a generator. Or
any magnet with its two poles. Or an atom with its positive
and negative charges. Or the Earth’s magnetic field, the Sun,
and all heavenly bodies. Even a galaxy must be some kind
of mega-dipole. Wherever there is a dipole there is already
immense scalar EM energy ushering out of and back into the
vacuum. And there have already been demonstrated a
number of diverse methods for tapping that energy as it flows
(John Bedini, Edwin Gray, Bruce de Palma, and others).
Bearden provides what he calls a “partial list” on his Website.
In other words, Nature then gladly gives us as much
EM energy flow as we need, indefinitely—just for paying
a tiny little bit initially to “make the little dipole”. After
that, we never have to pay anything again, and Nature
will happily keep on pouring out that 3-flow of EM energy
for us. This is the giant negentropy mechanism I
uncovered, performed in the simplest way imaginable:
just make an ordinary little dipole.”—Bearden
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HOW TO BUY A FREE ENERGY MACHINE
Answer: Just wait one more year! Then get off the Grid!
Perhaps the most eagerly awaited event now is the
marketing of Bearden’s Motionless Electromagnetic
Generator (MEG) scheduled to begin in about a year’s time.
This is when the proof will hit the fan. Many people have
said to me, when talking about free energy, “I’ll believe it
when I can go to the store and buy one.” Hopefully in a
year’s time they will be able to order their own MEG. And
then they will believe, because it works and is working.
Says Bearden: “I will admit that the chief scientist of an
important experimental group in a large company was rather
stunned at the type of output we were able to obtain.
The MEG may look like just a transformer, but it is
not. It is a completely different breed of cat.”
Soon the cat will be fully out of the bag. The first
MEG units will supply 2.5 kilowatts of free electricity.
Forever. Units can be connected together to double or
triple the wattage. After that gets going, 10-kilowatt
generators are planned. Energy will flow freely from
the time domain indefinitely, and there are no moving
parts to wear out. This manufacturing project is a
heroic effort and will change the world as we know it.
For once people are in possession of such devices
there can be no further denial from anyone, including
the government and/or “secret-government”.
[H: Now can’t you just picture the U.S. allowing this
to take place? That’s why you are going to need
alternative production capabilities and why you will be very
glad that WE are making the preliminary inroads here for
some serious funding and facilities for when you are
BLOCKED back in wonderland.]
The physics of how the MEG works is explained in the
paper “The Motionless Electromagnetic Generator: Extracting
Energy from a Permanent Magnet with Energy
Replenishment from the Active Vacuum.”
The device was successfully replicated by J.L.
Naudin in France, and others, like Steve Utne, are also
working on their own models. But MAGNETIC ENERGY
LIMITED’S MEG is actually scheduled for production
soon and looks to be the first commercially available
free-energy generator in history!
I imagine it will not take long for tinkerers to put
them into their electric cars and make the first fuelless
automobiles since Tesla’s unheralded (and unheeded)
experiments. Or for builders to begin building houses
powered by MEGs. Houses which will never see electric
bills. How can they ever make enough of these to meet
the demand that will suddenly be there? Bearden is
right, it needs to be an all-out crash program of the
government on the order of the Manhattan Project.
I must include here that Bearden is quick to point
out that he is not himself the inventor of the MEG, but
is a partner and advisor in bringing it to the public
market through Magnetic Energy Limited, Inc. I must
also admit that I am praying for the success of this
venture, and the ending of the absurd and criminal
withholding of this technology from the people by the
black-ops military-industrial people. This secrecy has
cost the planet over 30 years of unnecessary pollution.
The first units off the assembly line, which is being set
up in a “friendly” unnamed nation, will usher the public at
last into the new era of scalar electromagnetics.
As of December 2001, the situation with the MEG
was described by Bearden in a letter.
“What we presently have with the MEG is a successful
laboratory experiment. At least a year’s very hard research
will have to be done before we will be ready to put a
commercial power supply into production.
“Consequently, we have made an agreement with
a foreign partner (the National Materials Science Lab
of the National Academy of Sciences of a friendly

foreign nation) to do that year’s research. At the
same time, we are trying to make an agreement with
one or more large financial partners here in the U.S.”
“So we are hopeful that we will be able to start
introducing units on the market about a year from now.
Quite simply, we will either succeed or we will fail.
But we will give it our very best effort.”
Bearden has given another technical explanation
for how the MEG works here in a letter.
Update: Motionless Electromagnetic Generator,
patented 3-26-2002
“In Magnetic Energy Limited, all business discussions
and arrangements are taken care of by Dr. Lee Kenny
(jikenny@ingr.com), Managing Partner. There are five of us
who are co-inventors of the MEG, and two of the others
are really the principal inventors.”—Bearden
FREE ENERGY HAS BEEN SUPPRESSED
SECRET GOVERNMENT AWARE OF FREE ENERGY
“In this world of contemporary times, all the
agencies, CIA, FBI, KGB, NSA, Electric Power
Research Institute, DARPA, Brookings Institution,
Henry Kissinger, Edward Teller, et al., all are aware
of DePalma and his [free-energy research] ideas.
“Because these individuals and institutions are
employed by the ruling Elite to forecast the future and
satisfy present needs and demands, it is clear that free energy
is a threat to the world order constructed by business and
the mindset of those who want to own the world.
“Free energy represents Man’s aspirations and dreams
of freedom and equality, uniform division of resources and
the ability to choose one’s own future.
“The fact that free energy is suppressed speaks to the
greed and self-interest of a ruling Elite which, even in the
face of an emergency of global starvation, resource
depletion and environmental pollution, will not give one
inch if it means loss of control. This is an attitude of
paranoid delusion and fantasy which can only arise from
the alienation of a class of elitists who, through their
money, are completely insulated from the reality of the
day-to-day fight for existence of the common man.”
(http://depalma.pair.com/Absurdity/Absurdity07/
ProblemOfFreeEnergy.html)
“Before the turn of the century, Nikola Tesla had
discovered and was utilizing a new type of electric wave.
Tesla repeatedly stated his waves were non-Hertzian, and
his wireless transmissions did not fall off as the square of
the distance. His discovery was apparently so fundamental
(and his intent to provide free energy to all humankind was
so clear) that it was responsible for the withdrawal of his
financial backing, his deliberate isolation, and the gradual
removal of his name from the history books.”—Bearden
Bearden describes one clear case of the suppression of
free energy when the Yakuza killed the Kawai engine in his
very presence in Huntsville, Alabama.
“That night a jet arrived from Los Angeles, with a
Yakuza on board. The next morning Kawai no longer
controlled his company, his invention, or his own fate.
The Kawai party was in fear and trembling. The Yakuza
coldly dissolved the agreement, they packed up the two
Kawai engines we had, and left. And that was that.”
So it is not only governments who are keeping
this revolutionary technology from seeing the light of
day. The Yakuza? KGB? The Aum Shinrikyo cult?
Our “leaders” need to be honest about what is going
on, otherwise they look foolish, acting out a kind of
Alice in Wonderland script before the public, a script
that has become completely unbelievable.
Concerning the criminal withholding of this scalar
technology by the military black-budget people, and the
cover-up of the actual situation regarding scalar weapons
throughout the world, Tom has this to say:
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“The high government officials of the United States
of America grossly violated our Constitution and their
sworn oaths of office. Our Constitution specifically
charges the government of the United States to defend
the people of the United States. That means our officials
are specifically charged with defending our people. Yet
they deliberately agreed not to do so, and they
deliberately sacrificed us in advance.
“They committed treason of the highest kind, by
deliberately surrendering us to total destruction
anytime the big balloon goes up.”—Bearden
ENERGY CRISIS SOLVED
One of the “must read” documents at Cheniere is
“The Unnecessary Energy Crisis: How to Solve it
Quickly”, especially since the “oil wars”, which Bearden
has foreseen for decades, have now already begun.
Here are some clips from that Document:
“To avoid the impending collapse of the world
economy and/or the destruction of civilization and the
biosphere, we must quickly replace much of the
“electrical energy from oil” heart of the crisis at great
speed, and simultaneously replace a significant part of
the “transportation using oil products” fact also.
“The technical basis for that solution and part of
the prototype technology required, are now at hand.
We discuss that solution in this paper.”—Bearden
And although the solution to the energy
problem and the oil wars may be at hand, Bearden
suggests there is still an urgent rush that needs to
be made to save human civilization from collapse.
“Once the technology hardware solutions are
ready for mass production, even with a massive
worldwide deployment effort some five years are
required to deploy the new systems sufficiently to
contain the problem of world economic collapse.
This means that, by the end of 2003, those hardware
technology solutions must have been completed, and
the production replacement power systems must be
ready to roll off the assembly lines en masse.
“The 2003 date appears to be the critical
“point of no return” for the survival of civilization
as we have known it.
“Reaching that point, say, in 2005 will not solve the
crisis in time, and the collapse of the world economy as
well as the destruction of civilization and the biosphere will
still almost certainly occur, even with the solutions in hand.
“The good news is that we now know how to
easily initiate continuous and powerful ‘electromagnetic
winds’ from the vacuum at will. Once initiated, each
free EM energy wind flows continuously so long as the
simple initiator is not deliberately destroyed.”
On page 9 he explains the concept of the dipole,
and how there is already huge scalar energy flowing in
the time domain around any dipole. Hold a magnet or
a battery in your hand and you hold a stress in time
and a beautiful flowing loop of longitudinal waves!
Bearden decries the scientific community in
the West for being unable to let go of their dogma
long enough to see that the greatest discovery in
human history lies at their feet, but for their
stubborn ignorance.
“The present energy crisis then is due totally to that
‘conspiracy of ignorance’ we referred to, that is
maintained by the scientific community, and that has
been maintained by it for more than 100 years.
“This is the real situation that the environmentalists
must become aware of, if they are to see the correct
path into which their energies and efforts should be
directed—to solve both the energy crisis and the
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problem of gigantic pollution of the biosphere.”
As far as anyone in the legislative branch of
government ever understanding the profundity of the
discovery and engineering of scalar waves, Tom Bearden
says they are at a great disadvantage in doing so.
“The non-technical person—e.g., a Senator or a
Congressperson—is operating under a distinct
disadvantage. If he or she takes the stance that much
better electrical power systems can readily be achieved,
he or she is in fact opposing almost the entire set of
University, Government, Technical, Power Company,
Battery company, and Organized Science communities.
Further, in most cases his technical advisors are
themselves from one or the other of those communities,
and likely to go back into that community or those
communities when the Senator or Congressperson
leaves office, or even before. So the Congress
and the non-technical government community at
large operate at a great disadvantage.”—Bearden
NATIONAL EMERGENCY DECLARATION
IS NEEDED

Elder Space Brothers Have
Come To Offer Assistance
(PART 5)
RAPE, RAVAGE, PILLAGE AND
PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX
BY GYEORGOS CERES HATONN
“dharma”
PHOENIX JOURNAL #14 (1990)
CHAPTER 8
REC #1 HATONN

“The Government Non-Technical community (the
Senate and the Congress, in particular) is in far better
shape than the Government Technical community, to
appreciate the world implications of the pending
economic disaster. I am hopeful that both the
environmentalists and the Government Non-Technical
community will rapidly unite in a common goal to get
this vacuum energy program launched, under a
National Emergency declaration. If so, then they can
solve the energy crisis and the pending economic
crisis, in fairly short order, and permanently.”
In the conclusion of his paper “The Unnecessary
Energy Crisis: How to Solve It Quickly”, Bearden
again states the urgency of replacing our centralized
power grids with highly dispersed and local taps on
the freely flowing energy of the active vacuum.
Given the abilities of the Tesla howitzers, the power
grids of all nations are sitting ducks.
“Personally, the present author regards the
increasing energy crisis as the greatest strategic threat
to the United States in its entire history. I will do
anything within my power to help prevent what I
perceive to be the looming economic collapse of the
Western world, preceded or accompanied by a sudden,
explosive, all-out and continuing exchange of the
WMD arsenals of most of the world.”
In the name of all humanity, let us begin!
Else by the time this first decade of the new
millennium ends, much of humanity may not
remain to see the second decade.
[END QUOTING PART 2]
In closing this portion I would be remiss if I
didn’t involve you who have waited so long for
some realization that we had not lost direction in
our journey to “promised” change.
What I find extremely sad is that this very “Tesla”type of project was intended to have been the “baby” in
development, by Dr. Edwin Young. Yes indeed, THAT
one of Spectrum infamy. I hope ALL of you will think
very hard on that point, for when you turn into evil
activities and let ego demand control of self—you
certainly err. I trust that the miscreants in our space
will give very careful notice to this, for we are moving
along directly, and now, rapidly, toward picking some
of those fruits hanging ready in the orchard.
With sincerest love and very best wishes for an
awakening, I suggest we close this chapter.—GCH
dharma
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Hatonn present in the Light of Radiance. Good
morning on this day dedicated to the greening of your
planet. Mankind can clean of his nest if he but continues
to grow in awareness. As man begins to give back
unto that wondrous birthplace, She will return into
abundance, for Nature heals without emotional restraint.
ENERGY
The great display of the billowing poison and
sulfuric acid clouds spewing from the powerproduction plants about your world—and the display
of the horrendous problems of nuclear plants and
toxic storage, as well as the lessening water flows
for your hydroelectric facilities—presents a most
formidable plight unto mankind. What alternatives
might you have in the production of electricity?
What can you do with the emissions of automobiles
that you can clean your nesting place and still have
mobility? It is far simpler than you might realize.
You work under the assumption that you must invent
a “wheel” of some sort to have the technology—
nay, nay, nay! It is all invented and into service—
just NOT by you the populace. You must look
beyond and into the actual factual problems and persons
who keep these wondrous things from the people.
There is technology available on your Earth
which could place new worlds into space for the
relocation of the masses and, in the least, grow food
for the continuation of life until perfection could be
brought forth upon these outer placements.
A LITTLE NEWS ITEM
In Pleiades alone, are large populations of Earth
humans who were relocated at prior time periods for
extension of experience and growth. In a way we are
the elder brothers who come now to offer assistance
and we shall do so openly as soon as you can clean
up your aggressive hostility—for hostile energies
will not be relocated to innocent star systems.
If man cannot look into his perceived “future” and
come again into harmony with God, he shall simply

march his already projected path to destruction
upon your little orb. You are prisoners upon your
isolated placement, for the technology for
traversing star systems has been denied you.
While the conspirators and treasonists of your
planet have utilized technology sufficient to find
relocation placement during temporary recovery of
Earth, they have denied you the knowledge of
the existence of these things.
You have had the method of production of “free”
energy since prior to Nikola Tesla’s death of physical
being. You have had technology for earth buildings since
the hogan was first utilized and you have not used of it.
You have destroyed your planet in every imaginable
manner—you as a species have raped, pillaged and
plundered until you have destroyed of your own birthplace.
Instead of ceasing behavior that overpopulates your planet,
you preach “safe sex” in your third-grade classes or moreover,
tout intercourse as the thing to do in all instances. Do you
realize that you now have some 6 billion people [April 1990]
on your planet (your estimates are indeed low) and you
are doubling that population figure every 12 years. That
means that by 2002 you will have over 12 billion people
[MM: depopulation not withstanding]. You have
devastated your atmosphere and ruined your growing
fields—how does your future look to you???
Dear friends—look at the other planets in your solar
system and see that which is human survival on those
places. Human cannot survive on those places as in the
garden setting of Earth. You are a long line of planet
destroyers. We who come now represent remnants of
prior human annihilations. Can you not come into
realization that God would not leave you to such fate
without sending guidance and solutions for your plight?
Most of the planets in your system were as yours, with
rivers and fields and they were destroyed—finally—by
atmospheric holocaust and heavens of fire.
Can you change your course? Of course—IF YOU
WANT TO! But you shall not find it an easy path for,
with the afflictions upon you already, there will be a
transition of some two/thirds of your populations. But
before they go, there will be further devastations of your
growing seasons as man and Nature continue to tamper
with the seasons and water supplies. You will have
created the sequence of events which must now be
played out in the reality. Therefore, even if the healing
is brought about, which it most certainly can be, there
will be great, great loss of life of physical beings and
need for pockets of places for survival in good health.
A sick people cannot till the fields and build and even
repopulate. It is the cycle of dying and renewal—I
know of no easy way in which to tell you these things.
Hopeless? Oh no, it is total hope, for if change and
unification does not come about, all will be lost. You
who awaken and hear and move through the trying times
will grow in abundance and beauty beyond your
imagination. Nature, herself, will bring of herself back
into balance with or without you—for she, too, is a
living, breathing creation within The Creation and as
such, is just as important as any or all of you humans.
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HOW CAN YOU DO IT?
You do it by opening your minds and hearing truth,
seeing truth and then acting in truth by coming back
into the balance of the Laws of God and The Creation.
You will have to stop the lustful, greedy, carnal
behaviors, teach your children truth and discipline of
actions and intent and learn the truth of how it is NOW.
You must know the details of the evil conspiracy and
then you must stand firm in rising above them who
would destroy you. You will do that through knowledge
and the use of your God-given rights and powers and
the tags and rags of what is remaining of your
Constitution. You will stand together as an
unbending God-power and demand your God-given
freedom and removal of the evil slave-masters.
Yes, the poison has seeped into the very joints
of your body of civilization. The evil has
consumed all but a tiny remnant—but you have all
you need if you will but use of it.
This is our thrust at present. You are not even
convinced of our presence—how can you trust us when
we say you are God-power in manifestation? You
can’t—but if we tell you truth and you find it all to be
confirmed and re-confirmed as being so—you will trust
us and believe us when we tell you of your capabilities.
We are but your brethren but we KNOW of our
oneness with God and Creation and we can cause
you to remember your truth of being—no more and
no less. When the mass of man realizes his
power, the show will almost instantly change.
As a matter of fact, if the blood flow of money
[MM: International Banking Cartel (IBC)] were
cut off, the conspiracy would begin to crumble
instantly—instantly. But you have been convinced
you must support the octopi of the slave-masters.
The major question arising from groups in dispute
over taxes, for instance, shout out, “But who would
support the government if everybody stopped paying
taxes?” and “Well, just we little people pay our taxes,
the huge corporations and money-holders get all those
write-offs and don’t pay their share!” Ah, do you not
see you have answered your own objection! You are
controlled but if you refused to transfuse these
leeches with your blood resources—they would die
of starvation! But you have been brainwashed and
called “cheaters”, ad nauseam.
Can you not look it up for yourselves? For this is
just an example—taxation, as handled in your country,
is 100 percent (100%) unlawful by Constitutional
Law!!!!! Does anyone hear me? It is unlawful by your
own Constitution! The conspirator slave-masters are
diligently, and as quietly as possible, rewriting your
Constitution so that you do nothing until you are
convinced what they “TELL” you is truth and they make
big unlawful fines and incarcerations to prove the lie
unto you!
The Justice system has been raped and is your
enemy—completely controlled and operated by the
conspiracy—but public attention still carries great force
because Satan is a worker in the dark, secret and
underground routes. He never confronts—he always
shoots in the back! Yes, the job is conceptually
overwhelming. One step at a time, chelas—one step at
a time. First we crawl (but ones have crawled before
you and can assist you), then step-by-step and then jog
and then run and the race is won. But first must be
truth—integrated so you can see it in a lump and go

unto your libraries and confirm our messages and then
there is no army which can stand against us—for
when asked in, in peace, by enough of you
brothers, we will stand in form beside you and WE
KNOW OUR POWERS. WE HAVE TECHNOLOGY
WHICH WILL INSTANTLY HALT THE
CONSPIRATORS AND THEY KNOW IT; THAT IS
WHY YOU ARE TAUGHT FEAR OF US, FOR THEY
KNOW ONCE YOU HAVE ASKED US IN TO SERVE
GOD BESIDE YOU—EVIL IS THROUGH!
BUT WHEN?
Ah, the hard part coming up. First you begin by
acceptance of truth and recognition of we who are sent
to help. Then you must change of your perceptions and
some will never give up the ways of the world, so you
will have some real emotional hurdles to surmount.
Greed, Power and Lust are your devouring
“termites” in your dwelling foundations. You are
physical beings and you have been brainwashed into
believing all wondrous things come from achievement of
fleshly pleasure, money and power and control of the
largest numbers of others possible. “Love” has nothing
to do with it—sex is used for ALL THE WRONG
REASONS—ALL. It is the downfall of mankind. It is
used for control, power, lust, abuse, excitement,
coercion, mistaken breeding of innocent offspring
which are usually murdered at the very hands of the
ones creating them—and on and on and on. I repeat
that which I have said over and over—homosexual
“LOVE” is blessed—homosexual sexual “BEHAVIOR”
is abhorrent as is the misuse of sex between any
persons on any occasion what-so-ever.
Allow me to point out something which you might
check out from a pair of homosexual males, as a for
instance. Let us say that homosexual activities of
physical experience has now given AIDS unto both
partners but one is much more ill than the other. The
body is physically drained of energy and I guarantee you
that with that drain of physical energy—sex becomes the
last desired thing, especially sex of the typical nature of
fun and games.
DOES THIS MEAN THE
RELATIONSHIP OF TRUE LOVE IS GONE? OF
COURSE NOT—YOU WILL NOW HAVE FRIENDS IN
TRUTH AND LOVE IN TRUE GIVING AND
FULFILLMENT RESULTING. THESE ONES WILL
HAVE BECOME UNITED IN PURPOSE AND THE
EMOTIONAL BONDS REACH BEYOND ANYTHING
HUMANLY PHYSICAL. HOW SAD THAT TRUTH
MUST COME TOO LATE! THE LIE LED YOU TO
DESTRUCTION AND TOO LATE TRUTH
PRONOUNCED ITSELF IN FULFILLMENT AS A
SOUL EXPERIENCE OF LOVE UNMEASURED. BUT
SOMETHING ELSE OCCURS VERY OFTEN IN THE
ABSTINENCE OF THE SEXUAL BEHAVIOR AND
THE HOPE AND TRUST OF A LOVE RELATIONSHIP
AND RISING ABOVE THE BANAL—ONES ARE
HEALING, AND HEALING TO TOTAL WHOLENESS.
IF THEY RETURN TO THE BANAL BEHAVIOR,
THEY ARE AGAIN ATTACKED. IT IS BECAUSE
MAN IS ACTING OUT “EXPECTED” BEHAVIOR
AND THERE IS NEVER THE TRUTH IN IT.
THEN MAN LASHES OUT IN TERROR AND
ANGER AND ACTS-UP AND CAUSES MORE
DESTRUCTION IN HIS FRUSTRATION—RATHER
THAN COMING INTO PEACE WITHIN AND
CHANGINGS OF HIS “ACTIONS”.
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WHEN THE ACTIONS AGAIN FLOW IN THE
STREAM OF GOD-NESS AND BALANCE COMES
AGAIN WITH THE GOD WITHIN—INSTEAD OF
THE EFFORT AT HIDING FROM THE GODHEALER WITHIN—MAN SHALL RENEW AND
REMEMBER THE WAY. WHEN YOU STOP
“USING” EACH OTHER FOR YOUR OWN EGO
POWER—YE SHALL FIND YOUR WAY.
NOTHING CAN THEN STAND AGAINST YOU—
FOR GOD IS CREATOR AND CAN UNCREATE
ANYTHING WITHIN THE CREATION! SO BE IT!
Will man do these things? Most will not! That
is the fact of the probabilities of it. Some shall and
it shall be enough! To achieve thy truth and strength
of God-ness—you must come again into the
remembering of a love that surpassed all
understanding and which IS and evermore shall BE!
When you have remembered and wipe away the veil
of forgetfulness, ye shall rise again as the eagle and
soar throughout the heavens in freedom. THAT,
BROTHERS, IS THE HOPE AND TRUTH OF IT.
WHY DON’T YOU TELL US ALL
THE “STUFF” WRONG ON EARTH DAY?
Your Earth brothers are doing quite well even
though the groups of most outstanding notability are
now infiltrated by the conspirators.
Further, go to SIPAPU ODYSSEY [Phoenix
Journal #1; call 1-800-800-5565 for ordering
information] and reread the story. Remember, it is
a short story for the purpose of motion picture
“treatment” layout. There is a portion which will be
a major portion of the movie—in holographic
projection—of the plight of your world, and we put
it to print over three years ago. We must be allowed
to cease the re-writing and you ones do a little rereading. If a child’s whole youth is spent in nothing
but potty training, how shall he ever learn to read and
write? No one is going to do anything “for” you—
you now have available thousands of books by daring
authors and researchers who tell truth and are now
offering it abundantly and totally unto us for the
using. We will project the truth and you will then get
the books and confirm for self, we have not time to
digest it for each of you—our Journals must be short,
shocking and wake you up—then if you give a flip
for your perceived future, you will investigate further
as we give you resources. We will honor no man
who projects lies without conclusion of truth—but
we will honor, above all, those who have researched
and discovered truth and brought it unto you. God
works in mysterious ways, His wonders to perform—
there is much of truth in the Holy Books, for that is
another trick of Satan. A lot of truth but sock it to
you with the lies of lust, etc., and trick you into
helplessness. Well, you are not helpless unless you
choose to be—that is strictly up to each of you!
Most of you need not even risk thy hair-do to
change of things, as these ones must lay their neck
across the blade-grooves of the guillotine—for they
break of the way for you and clear of the underbrush
that the path is open for your feet. They give all and
ask naught of you—but their legacy to a planet will
be beyond measure. Who will join them? Who will
walk beside this publisher and writer and bringers of
this truth to humanity? There are others, hundreds
of others and contributions are being funnelled into
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integration in this placement that truth in all areas of
perception can be sent forth upon the life waves.
Blessed are you who respond in even the most brief
notes, for the way is frightening. When the word
from a Henry Kissinger to “silence that writer,
whoever it is” comes forth, it is terrifying indeed, for
these ones hold incredible physical human power.
But they cannot hold a candle flicker to the flame
of God which surrounds this chela.
What is this scribe like? Does she wear a halo?
Perhaps she radiates rainbow lights and has wings?
No—she is a 58-year-old grandmother who must dwell
in all ways as the human in impact, experience and
loneliness for brother sharing. These ones are given no
more than are any of you, except that they spend time
with us on the other end of the line. Dharma is given
to see much and remember much but in the human
consciousness, it is mostly removed, for she must not
be made to bear such a burden. The others recognize
of our presence and honor our friendship and the joy of
sharing—we are but your elder brothers.
Dear ones, do not think you protect these ones by
hiding of the Journals—no, get as many out as possible.
Safety comes in publicity—for murder becomes obvious
if the murder is of ones of public knowledge.
Well, what of the horrendous projections of Global
warming, greenhouse effect, pollution etc.?
WHAT OF GLOBAL PROBLEMS?
On this day the inquiries rise like a wall of fog.
The Global Conspirators tell you that which they desire
you to believe. Extraterrestrials, who live in a high
concentration of carbon dioxide and synthesize nutrients
as plants, were invited and came to your planet—the
ships were brought down and the beings incinerated.
You are having an increase of carbon dioxide for so
many reasons I have not room to outlay in this portion.
However, you are not having increased global
warming and records of your own scientists over
the past decade prove it. You ARE having intensified
heating in the summers in many, many locations and
more frigid winters. The extremes are compounded
by atmospheric and manual manipulation of atmosphere.
You will see less and less seasonal changes and
more sliding from, say, winter to summer and
summer to winter, etc. The “typical” seasons as
you would describe them, are all but absent.
With the extreme temperature changes,
deforestation, melting of your polar ice caps, etc.,
there will be catastrophic changes in conditions with
increasing wind velocities, irregular rainfalls with
extreme droughts and flooding. It will be for
protection from the elements, as much as for survival
of wars, that your shelter and reserve food storage
shall be most useful. You are moving into a time of
incredible extremes which man is not evolved
sufficiently to withstand. You must have protections,
as must your domestic animals and food plants if you
are to survive the cycle of change. Do you not see?
With care and preparations you can produce in a
different and more abundant manner and move
through the cycle most comfortably—but it requires
“COMMUNITY” action—community of brotherhood
and holding on to your resources and carefully
utilizing them. We can show you the way—you must
do of it! There are already ones upon your place who
know how, they have simply not been allowed

growth—for with growth and independence comes
freedom and the conspirators cannot allow of it.
They must thrust upon you rules and regulations
which break your back before you can be
successful in order to maintain control of you.
For instance, the most suitable and stable building
substance in the world is compressed earth and yet the
planning commissions all over California refuse to fully
permit the use thereof, for it is both cheap as the dirt
at the building site and durable into infinity—totally
biodegradable as the Earth itself and thus and so.
I believe you get the picture? Utilized in domes it
both withstands the elements in perfection,
regulates the temperature as in a cave and can be
radiantly heated for temperature control and cooking
facilities through simple solar methods. IT HURTS TOO
MANY BUSINESS KINGS. IT IS TOO IMPACTFUL
TO THE MARKET-RICH WHO WOULD STRANGLE
YOU WITH DEBT, KEEP THE HOMELESS, TO
MAINTAIN THEIR CONTROL AND GREED.
Do you not see that underground facilities
suitable for emergency shelters could also be set up
to house the homeless and that, in exchange for
tending of the facilities and other public facilities?
Oh blessed ones, I plead with you to SEE!
So be it, Dharma, for our intent is not to overload.
I only petition that ones will reach up unto the hands we
have extended unto you that we might join with you
through this trial of a planet and civilization of man in
trouble. If you try to walk the path without God of
truth and continue in the way of the misdirectors (even
of your churches), you shall not make of it in
wholeness. We petition you to allow the words so that
you can then base of thine decisions on the merits of the
presentation, logic and pure reason. Beware of those
ones who refuse to read or hear and petition you to do
likewise—they are unwitting tools for your enslavement
and destruction—without exception. Only truth can set
you free and you must see and hear of it, for there is
no other way. Further, it is all by free-will acceptance
or denial, for none shall force or coerce—it is simply
“here it is, take that which ye will”. Salu.
Let us close this portion in love and grace, for
ultimately there is no other.
I take my leave and move to stand-by. May
your awakening be gentle and without fear—for
God is within and fear is not of God. AHO!
Go in peace,
Hatonn to clear.
CHAPTER 9
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Sananda present in the Light of Holy God.
Dharma, it is time, chela, to speak of the unholy
methods of evil in places where it is all but impossible
for man to accept. Perhaps this Journal should be
entitled RAPE, PILLAGE, PLUNDER AND OTHER
OBSCENITIES. We will write this day on this subject
which is the unspeakable, for in thy place it is a gentle
rain God has sent for renewal and the blossoming of the
violet flowers of Man. Honor those violet blooms
which are a sign of life and truth unto you ones, for they
are more than Spring flowers—these particular ones
were a sign from God for specific purpose. So be it.
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HONOR AND HUMBLE GRATITUDE
TO SISTER CHARLOTTE

Readers, as you proceed herein you will be shocked
and offended to the bottom of your senses. It is a time
of revealing evil into the lighted public and ones have
dearly paid the ultimate sacrifice to bring forth truth.
The story we shall tell will be in first person as
given forth by Sister Charlotte of a Cloistered
Order of the Holy Catholic Church. It speaks of
the traditional path and treatment of little girl
children entering into a cloistered order.
You will desire to believe it is, at the very least, the
exceptional treatment and not the norm. Nay, it is the
accepted treatment and those convents which do not
function in this manner are the exception.
Prior to losing you readers who cannot
swallow the truth of it—I suggest you investigate
the “OPENED” convents in Mexico. The convents
in your country are still kept in total secrecy. The
treatment of the little nuns is so heinous as to defy
believability—’tis so, dear ones—’tis so.
Some ones have managed to break free and dare to
tell their stories. Most never make it into freedom and
if they make it beyond the walls, they are sought after
and killed. Sister Charlotte has been murdered. Her soul
rests in peace for her ultimate gift to truth.
God and Christ have no place within the halls of
evil. The Church of Rome is not of God; it is directly
of Satan. Ye who will, deny this truth—but truth will
“out”, brethren! We shall speak of many subjects
regarding the religious paths but this day we will stay
with this subject, for it is heinous indeed and most
difficult for this scribe. We have chosen her to pen
these things—for she has no knowledge or
predisposition to opinion toward the Catholic Church
and knows naught of its doctrines or practices.
Who is Sister Charlotte?
Let us first refer to words in the Book of Acts,
Chap. 6, vs. 7: “God’s message was preached in
ever-widening circles, and the number of disciples
increased vastly in Jerusalem; and many of the
Jewish priests were converted too….”
The history of the conversion of priests is not
new, it was there even before the Roman Catholic
Institution was established in its present form.
It was there among the Jewish people, a
parallel to the present situation of the Roman
Catholic Priesthood. As a matter of fact, the
Roman Catholic Priesthood— in its present form
with nuns, monks and priests as well as bishops,
cardinals and popes—is a tremendous mixture of
two religions, Catholicism and Judaism. We will
see that even the very experience which comes
forth from actual experiences of priests, monks
and nuns at this present time brings forth more
light in guidelines about the tremendous conspiracy
which underlays the very existence of the socalled Church of Christ unto this very day.
Through the presentations of these religious
experiences of the lives of priests and nuns you will
be given the greatest blessings of truth beyond
comprehension. It is through such testimony, such
as Sister Charlotte, a former Roman Catholic Nun,
that, even though her experience goes back but a
few years of your counting, is accurate in
description of conditions which exist in the Roman
Catholic Institutions at this present day.
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PERVERSION OF
GOD’S WRITTEN REVELATIONS
In the Bible, it was already recognized that
some of the Jewish priests were perverting God’s
written revelations with the traditions of men. See
Matthew 15: 3-6: “… And why do your traditions
violate the direct commandments of God?…”
Today, the false priests of Rome are doing the
same job under the spirit of the anti-christ.
You will find in this testimony that the doctrines of
the Church of Rome never change regardless of her
claims. The work of the spirit of the anti-christ
preparing his bride, the Mother of Harlots (Revelations
17, 18, 19), is religiously clever indeed.
Christians must become informed and alert to the
continuing heresies and blasphemies committed by the
Roman Catholic Institution—especially over the past six
hundred years, starting with the Emperor Constantine
the Great as the first Pope and the actual first founder
of the Roman Catholic Institution as you would
recognize of it. This may not be speaking historically—
but is accurate in prophetic terms.
There was a revolution established against the
Church of Christ and God Himself. This enemy of God
has risen up against the authority of the only true God
and Christ—by whatever name you would append unto
them. Dear ones, this will not cease until the
destruction of the entity as foretold in the Revelation.
In spite of Rome’s attempted new image since the
Vatican’s projection in 1965, her “real” constitution
declares and reflects no subjection to the person of the
one they, themselves, call Christ—or unto his teachings.
Those who claim that Rome is changing will only find
very small changes in the form of presentation.
The speakers still project the same lies as before and
now it is done facing the people and speaking in their
own language. There are no substantial changes or
any signs of repentance of the blasphemous activities.
This is true of the whole of the institution as well
as for her Pope, clergy or laymen.
The only significant changes are taking place in the
lives of those Roman Catholic priests and laymen who,
under the condition of the Holy Spirit of Truth, are
obeying God’s call to be born again into the truth of his
Laws and those of The Creation as handed forth by the
Christos energies sent forth as the messenger of Truth.
These, too, are the ones who dare to pronounce
truth regarding those things which are perpetrated behind
the walls of shrouded secrecy and evil.
Unto the ones who dare to speak truth we dedicate
the memory of Sister Charlotte who stood strong in the
forefront of truth and was therefore murdered.
You think it cannot be? Oh, dearly beloved
ones of the lie, look unto El Salvador and the
murdered Jesuit priests—murdered at the hands of
the sanctioned troops of the U.S. and the heinous
act is continued to be covered up by your own
CIA and FBI. I use this example only to present
to you the ease of cover-up of any and all things,
and the powerful impact of all acts connected to
the religious institutions. Terror and control of the
masses is the intent. So be it.
I plead with you who read this Journal to go
forth and research these presentations and confirm
truth in thine own environment and leave this scribe
out of your stoning, for she knows not of these things.
Come unto me and I shall show of you the way!

These blessed ones who are in deed and fact,
the martyrs of the true and blessed Church, are
blessed and hallowed as the true Saints of the
Body of the Christos. I further hold in reverence
and highest honor the men, women and children
who have been martyred by the evil Satanic beings
who have become the Roman Catholic Institution.
I stand before Satan and denounce him for that
which he has done unto the body of God. For
these things have I come again and so have
the Hosts of Heaven and the time is short, my
friends, for the day of reckoning is at hand.
I single not out the Roman Catholic
Institution—I PRONOUNCE DENOUNCEMENT
AND CONFRONTATION UNTO ALL WHO
PRONOUNCE THEMSELVES MY BODY—MY
CHURCH—AND ACT IN THE MANNER OF EVIL
AND WORLDLY DEGRADATION. I SPEAK IN
THIS PORTION OF THIS BOOK ABOUT THE
CATHOLIC DEBASEMENT, FOR I HONOR ONE
WHO WAS OF THEIR ENTRAPMENT. Satan has
taken over the pulpits of all the churches as
established by the doctrines of man.
HE WHO SETS HIMSELF UP AS THE LAW
OF GOD WILL FALL; GOD HAS GIVEN FORTH
THE LAWS AND THOSE OF CREATION—AND
NO MAN SHALL CHANGE OF THEM AND
PASS INTO THE GLORY OF ONENESS WITH
CREATOR. SO BE IT AND SELAH!
As the HUman is awakening it must be noted
that this forthcoming testimony is more pertinent
this day than when Sister Charlotte spoke the
words unto all who would listen, for she feared
not her passage and, as she expected, she was
tortured unto a slow and agonizing giving up of
spirit. Unfortunately, Satan had already perpetrated
all manner of torture unto her frail body physical—
there was little left to defile.
I confront you, Satan, for I shall pull your evil
out from all the dark recesses and ye shall stand
in mine presence and ye shall be smitten and
bound. Ye have debased our Father’s creations
and thine day of judgment is not long in the
coming. Heed well mine words, ye who follow
after this dark being of evil, for he shall pull you into
destruction. I speak as one Sananda, one with and
within God, Lord of Lords and Holy of Holies—ye of
evil shall not be sustained! The Prince of Darkness
shall fall to the Light! So be it, for it shall come to
pass in the generation present upon your placement.
The day of accounting is nigh.
Unto thine presence, Charlotte, I bow my being in
humble honor before thine love and giving as unto
others who have suffered and worked in my name and
truth. Know that I would take it upon mineself were
it to be. Blessed be ye ones of my tribes and flocks.
May your words touch the hearts and truth of
all ones who partake of this testimony. Your
petition has been heard and is herein honored, that
your passage would not stop the Word of Truth
from going forth. Your sacrifice shall only serve
to spread your words unto the four corners of
this troubled planet that your petitions in behalf of
the incarcerated brothers and sisters within the
prison walls shall bring cause to throw open unto
the light of public display that which exists in the
places of torture and evil. May you please sit
with God as you read. Amen.
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SISTER CHARLOTTE

Dharma, write as is given without changes, please,
for it was spoken thusly: [QUOTING:]
First of all, I would like to tell you that I am not
giving this testimony because I hold bitter feelings in
my heart toward the Roman Catholic people. I
couldn’t be a Christian if I still had bitterness in my
heart. God has delivered me from all bitterness and
strife and delivered me out of all of that, one day,
and made himself real and known unto me.
So, as I give this testimony, I am giving it
because God delivered me out of the convent and out
of bondage and darkness, and I must give this
testimony that others might know what cloistered
convents are. So, as you listen carefully, I trust that
if I leave one thing in your heart it will be that I
carry no burden against the Roman Catholic people.
I don’t agree with the things done or the
things taught, but I covet this role for Christ. I
am interested in the souls of the ones in charge of
those church places.
Christ went unto Calvary that you and I might
know him, and their souls are just as precious as
your soul or mine.
Having been born into Roman Catholicism, not
knowing anything else or knowing the word of God,
because we did not have a Bible in our home, we
knew nothing about a wonderful plan of salvation.
Naturally, I grew up in that Roman Catholic home
and knew only the catechism and only the sheltered
teachings of the Roman Catholic Church. And,
because I loved the Lord, and because I wanted to
do something for him, I wanted to give him my life.
I knew of no other way for a Roman Catholic to give
him a life other than entering a convent.
Naturally, as a believing Catholic I came under the
influence of my Father Confessor, the Roman Catholic
priest who had tremendous influence over my life.
One day I made up my mind, through his influence
among the influence of others of the faith, that I
wanted to be a little Sister. At that time I thought
that being a Sister meant an open order. I believed
that up until the time I took my “white veil” and, until
I was 15½ years-of-age, everything was beautiful.
I really had no fear, for everything which was taught to
me was along the lines of that which I was taught in
the church prior to entering the convent.
And so one day, after having made up my mind
to enter the convent, two of the Sisters came
home from school with me. They were my
teachers and I realized that my Father was home
that afternoon and Father Confessor was in my
home, likewise. Remember, I was a little girl and
little girls were seen and not heard. In my family,
you didn’t talk when you were a child and adults
were present. You did answer promptly if spoken to.
After a long discussion, my Father asked if I could
say something and that was a bit out of the ordinary.
I said, “Dad, I want to enter a convent.” The priests
had already been influencing my Father and my Father
broke down and began to cry, not from sadness, but
from joy. My Mother came over and took me in her
arms and she had tears because of happiness. They felt
it wonderful that their little girl was giving her life to
the convent to save lost humanity. Naturally my
family was very thrilled about it and I was, too. But
anyway, I didn’t go for about a year after that and
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I got the call and my Mother prepared things for me
and they took me forth and I entered the convent.
There was no place near my Mother and Father’s
home so I was taken about a thousand miles away from
home. So I entered a convent boarding school. I
lacked about two months of being thirteen years of age.
I look back on it today and realize I was so homesick
and so were my parents with their little baby away from
home. At that time I had never even spent a night away
from my Mother and had never gone any place without
my family. That was the first time away from my
family and I was very lonely and homesick.
After Mother told me good-by, and I shall never
forget, and I knew they were traveling a long distance
away from me and I had never realized in my life that
I would never see them again. I had never planned
to be other than a sister in an open order where I
would not give up my family. If you listen carefully
to this portion of my testimony you will understand
why I say some of the things which I will say.
Now, it is that we sometimes say the priest is the
body of Christ, because of the way the services were
held. At seven years of age I would come into the
church and I would first go to the foot of the crucifix
and then to the feet of the Virgin Mary and then I would
ask the Virgin Mary that I would make a good
confession. I was just a child and the priests always
prayed for everyone to make a good confession—to
keep nothing back, tell everything and then ask absolution
from anything which I might have committed. I would
then ask Jesus to have me make a good confession.
During that time at school I was to have gotten a
high-school education and a college education. Well, I
got a high-school education but not much college
material. I appreciate that opportunity very, very much
even though it was rather difficult for me. After they
put me through the crucial training that you must go
through to become a little novitiate entry into a
convent, that training is rather outstanding as far as
a nun is concerned and you know what it is all about
after you have been in there for a little while.
INSIGHT INTO THE EARLY TIME OF TRAINING
I want to tell you just a little bit about how we live,
how we sleep when we first enter into the convent so
that you can understand a bit more about my testimony.
Of course as I entered the convent as a small child,
I went on to school and continued in my training.
But the day came when I would enter into another
segment and here I will tell you about the “white veil”.
I didn’t know very much about it but I had been
told that it would be that I would become the bride
of Jesus Christ and there would be a ceremony
and I would rejoice in the wedding garment.
On a particular morning, they told me that at nine
o’clock they would dress me in the wedding garment.
Now let me share from where they get the money for
the wedding clothes. A letter goes out to the child’s
father telling them how much money is required and
then the wedding gown and the other things necessary
are made by the other nuns. The family was always
expected to send forth at least a hundred dollars but it
was not realized that the clothes were reused and
therefore, most all of the money was retained. None
was ever sent back, all was kept at the convent.
The time came for me to walk down that isle and
I was dressed in the wedding garment. I wanted to

be holy and I wanted to be the bride of Jesus Christ.
I recited the Rosary and I got down on my knees
and crawled the distance of the separate stations
of the cross of Jesus on his way to Calvary.
Every Friday morning I crawled them, for I thought
it would make me Holy and make me worthy of the
task that I was to undertake and that is what I
wanted more than anything in the world.
I would like to impress on your hearts: Every little
girl that enters the convent, that I know anything about,
that child has a desire to live for God. That child has
a desire to give her heart, mind and soul to God.
There are many people who remark that only bad
women go into convents; that is not so. There may be
many ones who go into convents because they are great
sinners but mostly the children are innocent and
unknowing and thousands are influenced to enter into
the convent to bring forth the money into the church.
The child is just a child when she goes in there and
her mind and soul is just as clean as any child could be.
I mention this for you hear so many things which are
simply not true. Now after the training you become
the spouse of Jesus Christ and, realizing the sequence
of events, then you can follow me through the rest
of the testimony with more understanding.
After the ceremony we are looked upon as married
women. We are considered the legal spouse of Jesus
Christ. Now every little girl who will take the white veil
will become the bride of Christ and it is known that her
family will be saved. It doesn’t matter how many
crimes they commit, banks they rob or how they drink,
smoke or carouse; it doesn’t make a bit of difference—
the family will be saved if we, the little brides, continue
in the convent and give our lives to the convent, or to
the church. All members of our immediate family will
be automatically saved. Many little girls go into a
convent because we realize it is immediate salvation for
our families. A little child who loves her family so much
will feel this is the least she can do to save her family.
Of course you must understand that at that time our
minds are totally immature and we don’t know anything
about life. Ones don’t know what is in the hearts and
minds of little children and the priest is looked upon, by
these little children, as God—the only God we know
anything about. I thought the priest was totally infallible,
I didn’t think he could sin, I didn’t think he would lie—
I didn’t think he could make a mistake. I looked upon
the priest as the Holiest of Holies, for I didn’t know
about God but I did know about the priest. I knew that
anything I would ask of God is asked of the priest.
For all knowledge the priest was simply God
manifested and all would come forth from him.
After taking the “white veil” I was 15½ years of age
and everyone is good to me, and I’m living in the
convent and I haven’t seen anything yet, because a little
girl who is brought through the bridal ceremony is
subject to a Roman Catholic priest until they are 21
years of age and they are kept in the total control of the
Sisters of the order. Now the church will tell you that
the little nuns can come out of the convent any time
they want to. I tell you this is a lie. I spent twentytwo years there and I did everything I could do to get
out and instead of releasing me they sent me into the
dungeon and I even tried to dig my way out. I was
more imprisoned than you can ever begin to imagine and
it is the same with all the little nuns. There is no way
out and you are watched constantly and I will tell you
of the treatment as we go along in this testimony.
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The priest came to me and told me that, “I believe
you’re the type who would be willing to give up your
home, give up mother and daddy, give up everything you
love out in the world, and the world so to speak, and
hide yourself away behind convent doors; because I
believe you are the kind that would hide back there and
be willing to sacrifice to live in crucial poverty, that you
might pray for lost humanity.” He said, “I believe that
you are the kind that would be willing to suffer,” for we
are taught to believe, as nuns, that we suffer for our
loved ones and your loved ones that are already in
purgatory will be delivered from purgatory sooner
because of our suffering. They knew I was willing to
suffer, I didn’t mind it, I didn’t complain—they knew
all of that, for they had watched me constantly and
knew me and that was why the grand Mother Superior
began to tell me about the “Black Veil”. Then, of course,
you must know that I didn’t know much of anything about
a cloistered nun. I didn’t know anything about their life,
I didn’t know how they live, I didn’t know what they do;
but this woman proceeded to tell me.
Now, many ones try to tell me in places I travel
today, and Roman Catholics try to tell me all about
cloisters and claim to have been in many and try to tell
me all about them. But you know, a Roman Catholic
can lie to you and they don’t have to go to confession
and tell the priest about the lie that they told because
“they are lying to protect their faith”. They are expected
to tell any lie they want to, to protect their faith and never
go to the confessional box and tell the priest about it—he
would only commend them for protecting their faith.
They can do more than that, however, as they can
steal up to $40 and they don’t have to tell the priest
about it. They don’t have to say one word about it in
the confessional box. They are taught that. Every
Roman Catholic knows it and every Roman Catholic
would be horrified to know how many of them steal up
to that amount. Most of them lie. I have dealt with
hundreds and hundreds of them and I have seen a good
many of them then cry out to God to save them.
Many of them first look into my face, into my eyes
and lie to me until God gets a hold of their hearts and
then they want to make light of it because they know
they have lied. As long as they remain Roman
Catholic they are committed to lie, and the sad thing
is that you can’t expect them to know God because
I believe God does not condone sin and, although He
forgives sin, I believe that He does not condone sin,
yet the truth of God is not taught in the churches.
The teachings are specifically dedicated to that which
is given to be taught and all the rest is banned from
participation, even to the reading. A Catholic is not
given permission to even visit in another doctrinal
sanctuary without having to confess it as sin.
THE FATEFUL DAY CAME
Dharma, allow us to close this as it has been long and
most difficult to hear. Allow a rest please. Thank you.
We shall continue from this point as we sit again.
In love I stand aside. I AM SANANDA
[END OF PART 5]
Part 1 of this Journal can be found in the 9/11/02
issue of CONTACT on page 5; Part 2 (9/25/02, page 10);
Part 3 (10/2/02, page 8); Part 4 (10/9/02, page 6)—
This Phoenix Journal (#14) is out of print.
Please see the back page for availability and
ordering information for all other Journals.
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The News Desk
By John & Jean Ray
WAR AGAINST IRAQ NEEDS UN STAMP
By Clyde Prestowitz,
President of the Economic Strategy Institute
in Washington, 09/22/02
“If you attack Iraq without adequate United
Nations authorization, Indonesia and Malaysia will
blow up. With the UN you can manage it. Without
the UN it will be a disaster.”
Those words, spoken by a prominent Southeast Asian
leader at a recent conference on anti-Americanism
sponsored by the State Department, were echoed by other
participants from virtually every part of the globe and
should serve as a reality check for Congress as it considers
a possible resolution authorizing a U.S. attack on Iraq.
In the wake of President Bush’s appeal to the
United Nations to enforce its resolutions calling for Iraq
to dismantle its weapons of mass destruction, a great
debate has erupted on U.S. editorial pages and within
the Democratic and Republican Parties over how long
to wait for the UN to act and under what
circumstances the United States should be prepared
to move without UN authorization and support.
As this debate moves to Congress in the next
few weeks, it is critically important for that largely
parochial body to gain some inkling of how the rest
of the world feels about America and how it might
react to a solely American show in Iraq.
Representing a cross section of government,
academic and media experts from around the world,
conference participants emphasized that sentiment about
America has changed dramatically since the outpouring
of support that flowed in the immediate wake of Sept. 11.
Then, as American Embassies around the world were
buried in flowers, and as candlelight vigils in Tehran
were accompanied by expressions of sympathy and
support from Chinese President Jiang Zemin, French
flags flew at half-staff along the Seine in Paris.
Now, an instinctive affection overseas for Americans as
people and an admiration for American institutions and
values is being soured by policies and attitudes that
conference participants said seem at odds with what the
United States has preached in the past as well as with
the interests of much of the rest of the world.
Foreign concerns about the United States cover a
broad range of issues, but four stand out.
First, in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, the United
States is seen by most foreign observers to be
favoring Israel. This, coupled with much U.S. media
commentary that seems to link Islam and extremism,
has inflamed anti-American sentiment throughout the
Muslim world by creating the impression that America
is attacking Islam itself.
Second, America’s attitude toward its allies is
often seen as inconsistent and self-serving.
Pakistan, for example, has sometimes felt like a
tennis ball as it bounced from being a fast friend
during the Cold War to the object of harsh criticism
for lack of progress on democracy to being a fast friend
again when needed for support of the U.S. strike against
Afghanistan and then back to the doghouse again for
its conflict with India over Kashmir.
Third, there is also widespread dismay over U.S.
unilateralism as demonstrated by U.S. rejection of

international treaties such as the Kyoto agreement on
global warming, the international agreement to ban
chemical and biological weapons, the treaty limiting
exports of small arms, the agreement banning use of land
mines, and the International Criminal Court, all of which
the United States played a large role in initiating.
Many longtime friends of America feel the United States
is reneging on its obligations as a global citizen and turning
its back on the whole notion of a global system based on
the rule of law and multilateral institutions it has
championed since the end of World War II.
This fear is exacerbated by the fourth issue of
concern, which is the new doctrine of pre-emptive attack.
No nation in history has had the relative power of
the United States, and this power has accrued at a
moment when the world has shrunk so that the might of
America is omnipresent. Even a benign hegemon with
that much power is frightening. A hegemon of such
enormousness that baldly commits itself to pre-emptive
action as it sees fit is frightening.
All of these concerns become fused in the case of Iraq.
While there is no love in the Muslim world for Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein, Washington’s threats of an
attack to achieve regime change are interpreted as just more
evidence of American hostility to Islam. Yes, people know
Hussein has weapons of mass destruction, but so, they
note, do many other nations, including China, North Korea,
Russia, India, Pakistan, Iran and Israel.
And yes, they know Iraq is in violation of UN
resolutions, but so is Israel.
So why is the U.S. focus only on Iraq, they ask. In
the Muslim world, the answer is obvious: U.S. hatred of
Islam. There is also fear of American inconsistency. Yes,
people know Hussein gassed his own population, but the
United States voiced no outrage at the time. Indeed, it
continued to back Iraq as a bulwark against Iran.
Will America flip-flop again at some time in the
future, leaving its allies in the lurch? Finally, there
is fear of setting a dangerous precedent in terms of
international law. If the United States decides
unilaterally to remove Hussein today, whom will it
target tomorrow? Are only countries that embrace
Western values to be tolerated?
All these fears are generating opposition to U.S.
action against Iraq that can be assuaged only by
clear UN backing. Even longtime U.S. allies like
Germany are firmly insisting that they will provide no
assistance to a U.S. action against Iraq unless it is on
the basis of UN authorization.
Rather than being an obstacle, the UN could be
an opportunity for the United States.
As one UN ambassador at the conference
emphasized: “No country wants to endanger its
bilateral relations with America over multilateral
institutional matters. The United States can get the
blessing it needs if it will only ask.”
As evidence of this, he noted that the Security
Council had recently granted the United States
certain exemptions from the jurisdiction of the new
International Criminal Court despite initial opposition
by all the non-U.S. members of the council.
In view of this, Congress would be wise to consider
the possibility that the fastest and easiest road to
Baghdad lies through New York and the UN Security
Council and to craft its resolution with that in mind.
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U.S. CONCLUSION ON IRAQ ACQUISITION
QUESTIONED
By Joby Warrick, Washington Post, 09/20/02

WASHINGTON—A key piece of evidence in the Bush
administration’s case against Iraq is being challenged in a
report by independent experts who question whether
thousands of high-strength aluminum tubes recently sought
by Iraq were intended for a nuclear weapons program.
The White House last week said attempts by Iraq to
acquire the tubes point to a clandestine program to make
enriched uranium for nuclear bombs. The experts say that
the evidence is ambiguous and in some ways contradicts
what is known about Iraq’s past nuclear efforts.
The report from the Institute for Science and
International Security also contends that the Bush
administration is trying to quiet dissent among its own
analysts over how to interpret the evidence.
The report, a draft of which was obtained by the
Washington Post, was written by David Albright, a
physicist who investigated Iraq’s nuclear weapons program
after the 1991 Persian Gulf War as a member of the
International Atomic Energy Agency’s inspection team.
The institute in Washington is an independent group that
studies nuclear and other security issues.
The controversy stems from shipments to Iraq of
specialized aluminum metal that were seized en route by
governments allied with the United States. A U.S.
intelligence official confirmed that at least two such
shipments were seized within the last 14 months,
although he declined to give details.
There is no evidence that any of the tubes reached
Iraq. In its white paper on Iraq released to the United
Nations last week, the Bush administration cited the seized
shipments as evidence that Iraq is actively seeking to
develop nuclear weapons. Bush’s national security adviser,
Condoleezza Rice, said the tubes “are only really suited for
nuclear weapons programs, centrifuge programs.”
Since then, U.S. officials have acknowledged differing
opinions within the U.S. intelligence community about
possible uses for the tubes, with some experts contending
that a more plausible explanation was that the aluminum was
meant to build launch tubes for Iraq’s artillery rockets.
The report questions that conclusion on several
grounds, most of them technical. It says the seized
tubes were made of a kind of aluminum that is illsuited for welding. Other specifications of the
imported metal are at odds with what is known about
Iraq’s previous attempts to build centrifuges.
[JR: Well when you want to build your case for a war based
on lies and false suppositions it doesn’t matter what the
experts or reports have to say as to the contrary. This is
what the Bush administration is doing to rally support for
the invasion of Iraq and all the riches, resources and
records it holds for the planners/plotters of the New Middle
East. Oh, besides saving the whole world from Saddam,
President Bush is also avenging the Iraqis’ failed attempt
to assassinate his Dad in 1993. This has been written into
the resolutions drawn up by Congress declaring its support
for Bush’s private war to gain control of the world’s OIL.]
PICTURE WAR’S HORRORS BEFORE ONE BEGINS
By Lee Goodman, Letter to editor—Pioneer Press, 10/03/02
NORTHBROOK, IL—Picture your children and
grandchildren. How many of them are you willing to
see maimed and killed in a war George W. Bush wants
to start? Don’t think it will be just someone else’s
kids. That’s what people always assume, until they
get the body back in a bag, if it comes back at all.
Then it’s real. Then they wail. Then they ask why.
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Better to ask now, before the limbs get shredded.
Before the skulls get pulverized. Before the guts get ripped
apart. Before the lucky ones come home alive but with
parts of lungs dissolved by chemicals and flesh melted by
flames and eyes destroyed by shrapnel. Better to make
the horrid images vivid in your imagination now, before
you make them real by letting the killing begin.
Every war has moments when the people back
home feel proud and every war is followed by years
of sadness, loneliness, regret and suffering when
people back home wonder how could we have been
so stupid, so reckless, as to do it all again.
Better to think of the destruction now, before it all
happens. Because once the shooting starts we will be
told it must continue until we are victorious, so the dead
will not have died in vain, and so our country will not
be dishonored, and so our way of life will be protected
and so our ideals will be preserved. And it will
continue, until we have killed as many people as our
president wants to kill, or until we decide we have lost
enough of our children and our grandchildren.
When it is over, our president will say we won,
regardless of what we have accomplished. He will say we
did the right thing; that we did what had to be done. And
as the truth becomes known, as the lost lives weigh upon
us, we will feel shame at the realization that there was
another way all along, that none of the killing really had to
happen at all, and that we are responsible.
[JR: This person writes as though they have been in a war
or else he speaks the truth with such clarity and insight
as to give pause for thought for all who read it. Many are
coming into knowing but you won’t see or hear about them
in the media. Take heart, all, for the light is shining.]
PROTESTS CHALLENGE IMF, WORLD BANK POLICIES
By Susan Walsh, USA Today, 09/28/02
WASHINGTON (AP)—Thousands of demonstrators
angered by AIDS, war and the plight of the poor flooded
the streets of downtown Washington on Saturday, banging
drums, waving giant puppets and burning American flags.
The target of their discontent: the World Bank and the
International Monetary Fund.
After a festive rally on the grounds of the Washington
Monument, the protesters set out to surround the
headquarters of the two financial institutions, where
officials from around the globe were meeting.
“We want them to immediately cancel the debt to all
African nations that are suffering from AIDS and allow that
money to be spent in those countries to buy drugs to keep
people alive,” said Paul Zeitz, 40, director of the
Washington-based Global AIDS Alliance. …
The Saturday rally had a carnival atmosphere, as the
crowd cheered speakers addressing a variety of causes,
from Third World debt to AIDS to possible war against Iraq.
By early afternoon, the crowd numbered about 2,000,
according to reports to D.C. police. …
Scattered among the crowd was an inflatable
menagerie—a 20-foot-tall pig adorned with the words
“Hog-tied corporate glutton” and a shark balloon
with a globe in its mouth and a sign, “Stop IMF Loan
Sharking.” A large rolling Trojan horse had a sign
that said: “World Bank Aid.”
Protest organizers handed out yellow police tape
and biohazard suits.
“We’re just trying to quarantine the World Bank
because their policies are infectious to the rest of the
world,” said Melanie Grumman of Burlington, Vermont. …
En route to the World Bank and IMF
headquarters, protesters stopped for another rally at
a local park. There, they burned American flags and
a doll representing the IMF and World Bank. …

Police ensured that the protesters would not get
too close to the financial meetings, which have
become a magnet for demonstrations.
The security perimeter was extended for several blocks
from the financial institutions and chain link fences and
black-suited security officers in full riot gear were protected
the grounds—and the finance ministers meeting inside.
At the District of Columbia Courthouse, a much
smaller group of demonstrators challenged the
treatment of the 649 people arrested Friday. Most of
those detained were charged with failing to obey a
police officer or parading without a permit; five were
charged with destruction of property. …
Organizers and legal observers said police did not give
protesters a chance to disperse Friday before arresting them.
“They got all the notice they needed to get,”
Police Chief Charles Ramsey said Saturday. “They
knew they had no permit, they knew they had no
right to be in the street.”…
He said officials were working as quickly as
possible to process those arrested.
At midday, D.C. Superior Court Judge Stephanie
Duncan-Peters made arrangements for five people to be
inside the courtroom to observe the proceedings.
[JR: The world’s most privileged plotters and plunderers
always gather in an act of defiance to show their disdain
for the protesters and to test their resolve. They don’t like
to be painted in the image of who and what they truly really
are and they don’t like it known of the impact their
policies have made on the countries they have brought
down. Sad to say but these touring schemers are always
guaranteed an army of protection. The Chicago area alone
sent 300 police officers to assure that these dour-faced
deceivers were not inconvenienced from their appointed
tasks and plans. Don’t know the full total but there had
to be a cop for every one demonstrator. The Elite are
becoming a bit concerned because too many people and
countries are questioning their actions and getting closer
to the truth as to how they operate. These men are
desperate to hold together this shattered and crumbling
world they have created through their own greed and
mismanagement. The creative presentations of the
protesters with the balloon figures, and the passing out of
the biohazard suits was very clever, and their point well
made. All was innovative and done with a dash of humor,
which is something we all can all use during these
trying and frustrating days. Truth can be fun!]
BIGGEST PROTEST IN A GENERATION
HEARS CALLS FOR PEACE WITH IRAQ
By Andrew Johnson and Jonathan Thompson,
The Independent—UK, 09/29/02
As many as 350,000 people marched through
central London yesterday in one of the biggest peace
demonstrations seen in a generation.
Organisers said the numbers protesting against
war in Iraq were three times higher than expected,
though police put the figure at 150,000.
Led by the Stop The War Coalition and the Muslim
Association of Great Britain, protesters marched from the
Embankment, made their way past the Houses of
Parliament and through Piccadilly to Hyde Park.
There they were met by speakers including former
MP Tony Benn, London Mayor Ken Livingstone,
former United Nations weapons inspector Scott
Ritter, the Bishop of Bath and Wells and the father
of the House of Commons, Tam Dalyell.
Mr. Dalyell, a Labour MP, told the crowd: “We are
sleep-walking to disaster. The Government’s dossier states
that Iraq has chemical and biological weapons ready to use.
We can be sure they will use them if cornered.”
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Mr. Livingstone said: “This is all about oil and
there is nobody in this country so stupid that they
don’t realise that.”
Hundreds of coaches brought protesters from across
Britain, including lecturers, priests, students and Iraqi and
Palestinian citizens. The march passed off peacefully.
[JR: There is a stirring in the minds and conscience of
the people and it is being reflected in the mega peace
demonstration that took place in London. Let us pray that
the momentum will build and spread across the world and
drown out the war chants coming out of Washington.
There are many groups staging small protests in cities
across the U.S., with chants for peace, and no more U.S.
aid to Israel. The point also coming into focus is that the
U.S. push for war is again about oil. We are so fanatical
about selling this war to the rest of the world you’d think
we were planning an outing in Disneyland. It is also being
noticed and noted that our failing economy and growing
financial problems are not improving. The Bush
administration is floundering and our status in the rest of
the world is being diminished. No amount of brute force
is going to improve our bullying or our posturing image.]
YIDDISH NOT READY FOR HISTORY BOOK
By Evan Osnos, Tribune, 09/22/02
NEW YORK—Time has not been kind to Yiddish.
But for the first time in decades, the language that
launched a thousand shticks may have a future.
For a century, the effects of war and assimilation had
eroded the usage and culture of the language once spoken
by millions of Jews from Vilnius to New York to Chicago.
With only an estimated 500,000 speakers remaining today
worldwide, the vivid and wry blend of German and Hebrew
that gave English klutzes and chutzpah has long been
predicted to share the fate of Catskills comics.
Now, spurred by renewed interest in ethnic Jewish
identity and a fear of losing the language entirely, a small
corps of preservationists is making vast strides in salvaging
Yiddish books and recordings. University language
programs in Yiddish are thriving, while growing
communities of ultra-Orthodox Jews around the world are
putting the language to use in grade schools and daily life.
These seeds of a modest Yiddish revival offer a rare
bright spot in the winnowing of the world’s tongues.
Linguists expect half of the world’s 6,000 existing
languages to disappear within a century. …
Most Yiddish preservationists have no fantasy of the
language returning to its heyday at the turn of the 19th
Century, when New York City alone boasted seven Yiddish
daily newspapers. Instead, they hope that saving onceimperiled literature and recordings will encourage future
generations to maintain a thread of Jewish identity and
culture that many had consigned to history.
The effort to save Yiddish has made particular
progress in the past year, led by the completion in May
of a four-year project to digitize thousands of books on
the verge of disintegration. Created by the National
Yiddish Book Center in Amherst, Mass., the $3.5 million
project allows users who visit www.yiddishbooks.org to
order any of 12,000 titles published since 1864.
The project, which is named for its lead sponsor,
film director Steven Spielberg, has achieved what many
scholars thought was impossible: preserved fully threequarters of all Yiddish titles ever published.
“One is tempted to use the word miraculous,”
said Ruth Wisse, a Harvard University professor of
Yiddish and comparative literature…
During World War II, half of the world’s 11 million
Yiddish speakers were killed by the Nazis and their allies.
Among Jews who settled in the U.S. and Western Europe,
Yiddish faded fast in the mill of assimilation.
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Yiddish has always maintained a foothold in
ultra-Orthodox communities, mostly in New York,
Chicago and Jerusalem—and today, some of those
communities are growing fast.
Of greater surprise to Yiddish experts, however, is the
growing interest among less religious Jews. Enrollment in
Yiddish-language programs has grown steadily over the
past two decades at many secular universities, including
Columbia and Oxford, said professor Jeremy Dauber,
director of Columbia’s Yiddish Studies Program.
“These young people… are doing it because it is a way
of getting in touch with a culture that they are a part of
but… has rapidly disappeared,” he said.
Indeed, for many, Yiddish echoes with the early
years of Jewish life on the lower east side of Manhattan
and Maxwell Street in Chicago, when parents privately
doted on children in Yiddish, but publicly downplayed
Jewish roots in exchange for acceptance.
To its protectors, Yiddish captures the heart of
being Jewish—a language of “quiet humor” and
“frightened and hopeful humanity”, as the writer
Isaac Bashevis Singer put it. It has a richness that
English can’t help but borrow: mensches for decent
and good-hearted folks; mitzvahs for blessings and
other things we admire; shlock, for things we don’t.
“Like for a lot of people, discovering Yiddish for
the first time showed me what it means to be Jewish,”
said radio producer David Isay. …
“For years, I think, everyone wanted to close the
door on Yiddish, but it’s scrappy,” Isay said. “It
doesn’t give up.”
[JR: When it comes to preserving the false Jews’ history
and language—no amount of effort, time or money is
spared. This is a perfect example of what a minority made
up of only 500,000 Yiddish-speaking people can accomplish
just by their sheer tenacity and chutzpah. They have
in less than a year preserved 12,000 titles of their
books that go as far back as 1864. Of course it does
help to have rich and powerful friends in high places and
in the publishing business. It seems as though Stephen
Spielberg is making himself to be the savior of Jewish
causes. I wonder if we could get him interested in our
crusade for the preservation of TRUTH?]
REMARKS ON ANTI-SEMITISM ROIL HARVARD
By Karen W. Arenson, New York Times, 09/22/02
CAMBRIDGE, Mass.—Harvard University’s president,
Lawrence H. Summers, used a quiet prayer meeting on the
first day of classes here last week to condemn what he
termed growing anti-Semitism at Harvard and elsewhere.
But while he labeled his remarks unofficial, they
are setting off ripples on this campus, where
students and professors have demanded that Harvard
remove all Israeli investments from its endowment.
While Summers has drawn praise in some quarters
for taking a stand, some in the academic community
accused him of shutting off discussion.
“We are essentially being told there can be no
debate,” said John Assad, an assistant professor of
neurobiology at Harvard Medical School who signed the
Harvard divestment petition. “This is the ugliest
statement imaginable to paint critics as anti-Semitic.”
Others praised Summers for stepping into the debate.
“His remarks were very important,” said Abraham
Foxman, national director of the Anti-Defamation League.
“What’s frightening is that we’ve been seeing the
rise in anti-Semitism again, and there are so few
people willing to stand up and say anything.”
Summers, who described himself in his speech as
“Jewish, identified but hardly devout,” declined to comment
Friday, saying he wanted his remarks to stand on their own.

In his morning prayer address in Harvard’s Memorial
Church on Tuesday, on the first day of classes,
Summers warned that he saw anti-Semitic actions on the
rise in academic communities around the world.
“Serious and thoughtful people are advocating
and taking actions that are anti-Semitic in their effect
if not their intent,” said Summers, referring both to
the push for divestment and to fundraising by
student groups at Harvard and other campuses for
organizations found to have ties to terrorist groups.
“Where anti-Semitism and views that are profoundly
anti-Israeli have traditionally been the primary preserve of
poorly educated right-wing populists,” he added,
“profoundly anti-Israel views are increasingly finding
support in progressive intellectual communities.”
His speech, which was reported first in The Harvard
Crimson, is posted on Summers’ Website,
www.president.harvard.edu/speeches/.
Summers said Tuesday that he was making his
remarks “not as president of the university but as a
concerned member of our community.”
But Taha Abdul-Basser, a Harvard graduate
student in the department of Near Eastern languages
and civilization and a member of the Harvard Islamic
Society, questioned whether it was possible to
separate the statements from the office.
“I understood his comment that he wished to be
understood as an individual speaking, rather than as
president, but I doubt that everyone who listened to the
speech or read it will be able to make that distinction,”
he said. “And I was saddened to see that evidently
support of the divestment campaign was being equated
with something as ugly as anti-Semitism.”
While he strongly rejected divestment, Summers
reaffirmed the value of open debate and said he was
not taking sides.
“There is much to be debated about the Middle
East and much in Israel’s foreign and defense policy
that can be and should be vigorously challenged,” he
said in his speech.
Those caveats did not persuade critics like
Elizabeth Spelke, a Harvard psychology professor
who also signed the divestiture petition.
“Labeling the petition anti-Semitic is a strategy
to detract from the criticisms of Israel,” she said. “It
turns the substance of a political debate into a
debate of morals and supposed racism.”
But Eli Sprecher, a Harvard sophomore, said he
welcomed Summers’ willingness to speak.
“He’s not just the president of a university, he’s
the president of Harvard,” Sprecher said. “If there’s
a pretty big issue, he should take a stand on it.”
“Comparing Israel to apartheid South Africa does
border on anti-Semitism,” he said.
Earlier this year, nearly 600 professors, students,
staff members and alumni from Harvard and the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, signed a
petition urging Harvard to divest from Israel, and similar
efforts have been mounted at about 40 other universities.
The Harvard/MIT petition said “universities ought to
use their influence—political and financial—to encourage the
United States government and the government of Israel to
respect the human rights of the Palestinians” by divesting
from Israel and from U.S. companies that sell arms to Israel.
Others at Harvard and MIT fought back with a
petition opposing divestment.
[JR: Are things becoming too obvious to ignore and is
that what is making Zionists like Foxman of the ADL
and Summers a bit uneasy? Let’s have a debate but not
just about Israeli foreign policy but about the spiteful
and disdainful attitudes of the false Jews like
Foxman and Summers towards non-Jews. The growing
concern is about Zionism, not anti-Semitism.]
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‘BIOPIRACY’ OPENS OLD WOUNDS IN BRAZIL
By Patrice M. Jones, Tribune, 08/30/02

RIO DE JANEIRO—The goal was to determine the
commercial value of plants used by Brazil’s Kraho Indians
that might help with a host of age-old ills—everything from
failing memory to common aches and pain. The partnership
was heralded as groundbreaking, a teaming up of Brazil’s
indigenous peoples, academia and industry.
But when a leading university began an important
research project to collect medicinal plants and centuries-old
knowledge from the Kraho, a nasty debate erupted. What
was expected to be a model marriage of ancient culture and
modern technology has become another front in the battle
between indigenous peoples who claim the right to profit
from their “traditional knowledge” and scientists and
industry searching for medical breakthroughs.
In a complaint filed with federal prosecutors, lawyers
representing an association of Kraho Indians recently
asked for $8 million in damages from the Federal University
of Sao Paulo as compensation for the extraction of
medicinal plants and the collection of knowledge on the
plants’ uses from Indian shamans and elders.
Complaints about biopiracy—the illegal collection
of plants and forest materials for economic gain—
have been voiced all over the globe as indigenous
peoples have begun to fight back when outsiders
cash in on traditional medicines used for generations.
The topic is one of myriad subjects being
discussed this week at the World Summit on
Sustainable Development in Johannesburg, a followup to the Earth Summit held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992.
At the Rio summit, an International Convention on
Biological Diversity granted some patent protections to
“traditional knowledge”. But since then, activists say,
the abuses have continued. Several nations, including
the United States, have not ratified the accord.
With nearly a quarter of the world’s plant
species, Brazil has much at stake.
The government has been pushing since the Rio
summit to impose stiffer penalties for biopiracy,
mainly aimed at foreign pharmaceutical companies,
universities and laboratories.
The goal has been to build a homegrown biotech
industry from which Brazilians profit. But the Kraho case
illustrates the difficulties in policing and promoting such a
program, even when the research is conducted by Brazilians
and all the parties involved might gain something. …
“The collective rights of the Indians were not respected
in this case,” said Fernando Schiavini, who has worked with
the Kraho for two decades and is a representative of the
Brazilian federal agency protecting Indian rights. …
The controversy arose after university researcher
Eliana Rodrigues, working in cooperation with one of
Brazil’s leading authorities in pharmacology, Elisaldo Carlini,
started the project with the Kraho in 1999.
Rodrigues said she spent months hammering out
a preliminary agreement over the ground rules for the
research with what she believed was the leadership of
the Kraho. She later learned the accord was signed
by a small association representing only 250 of the
2,000 ethnic group’s members.
The omission of the rest of the group led to
political divisions within the Indian community, which
inhabits a region of arid land that includes 17 villages.
Once federal prosecutors had been alerted to the
case, an investigation was launched, and the research
was halted in May.
By then, however, Rodrigues had already collected 400
samples and identified 164 plant species. The university
also had begun talks with several national laboratories
interested in the research. But those talks ended abruptly,
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and all laboratory trials have been put on hold.
Ela Wiecko, a federal prosecutor investigating the
case, said, “From the evidence obtained, I verified that
the researchers did not consult with all of the 17
villages, and therefore there was not informed consent.”
Wiecko said the government’s role was “to make
sure that if any of this collected material is patented,
that all of the Indians are going to profit from it.”
Some representatives of the Kraho also have
complained that the project was proceeding without
approval from several government agencies—a new
requirement contained in a temporary government
decree established last year to provide stricter
regulation of such research.
But university officials said their project predated
the decree and noted that their work was undertaken
with the best of intentions. …
For many of the Kraho, whose history is typical of
Brazil’s indigenous population, the incident is seen as just
another tragedy in their experiences with the “White man”.
First known to have contact with the Portuguese in the
late 18th Century, the Kraho survived wars, epidemics and
violence along the way, including a massacre at the hands
of Brazilian farm settlers in 1940. The Brazilian government
legally demarcated lands for the Indian group in 1951.
But researchers at the Federal University of Sao Paulo
also say they have their own fears. They say a growing
suspicion by governments and indigenous peoples globally
has been hampering worthy studies and could halt new
discoveries that could benefit the entire planet.
[JR: Until a final and just agreement is reached between
the Kraho Indians, the university and the Brazilian
government no one will benefit from the research into the
healing properties of native plants. Again the Kraho are
being made targets for exploitation. In the past the
conquistadors were looking for gold and treasure to steal
from the indigenous people. Today, the treasure for
plunder is the Kraho’s knowledge and use of their healing
plants. The basic disagreements are over who will control
and benefit the most from the research and all the related
information. The question is, just how many of these
natural drugs of Nature will we ever see or be allowed to
benefit from? Maybe this is the whole idea behind all the
disagreements and litigation?]
CONSTRUCTION BEGINS ON CASPIAN PIPELINE
Daily News, 09/19/02
BAKU, Azerbaijan—Construction began Wednesday
on a new pipeline to carry oil from the Caspian Sea to the
Mediterranean coast of Turkey, bypassing Russia and Iran.
Huge reserves of oil and gas are believed to be
recoverable in the Caspian basin, but exploitation of them
has been limited in part by the difficult logistics and the
politics of transporting the oil to Western markets. The new
pipeline, to be built and operated by a consortium led by
BP, is expected to begin carrying 375,000 barrels of oil a
day by early 2005 and 1 million barrels a day by 2007.
The 1,094-mile pipeline from Azerbaijan’s
Sangachal terminal, 25 miles south of the capital,
Baku, to the Turkish Mediterranean port of Ceyhan,
has been under discussion for eight years.
U.S. Energy Secretary Spencer Abraham,
Azerbaijani President Geidar Aliev, Turkish President
Ahmet Necdet Sezer and Georgian President Eduard
Shevardnadze, whose territory the pipeline will cross,
participated in the groundbreaking.
“This project guarantees peace, security and
stability in the region and still further unites three
countries and three peoples,” Aliev said.
The pipeline has strong support from the United
States, which is eager to find a more stable energy source

outside the sway of the Middle East. Aliev said U.S. help
in championing the pipeline had been crucial.
Reading a letter from President Bush, Abraham said
during Wednesday’s ceremony that the project would
increase the world’s energy security and strengthen the
sovereignty and independence of the nations involved.
“Although it will be some time before the first
barrel of oil flows through this pipeline, it has
already made a significant contribution to the future
of this region,” Bush said in the letter.
Critics have said that the logic behind the
pipeline is geopolitical, not economic. The southern
end of the Caspian, near Baku, is not where the most
promising energy reserves have been found, and
some analysts doubt that the pipeline can be viable
if world oil prices fall much below $20 a barrel.
Experts disagree on just how much oil the
Caspian contains, and to whom it belongs. The five
nations that border the sea—Azerbaijan, Iran,
Kazakhstan, Russia and Turkmenistan—have disputed their
maritime boundaries for years, and the offshore exploration
that has been done lately in undisputed Azerbaijani
waters has tended to yield disappointing results.
[JR: The move is on by the British and U.S. oil cartels to
build their new oil empire in the Eastern Mediterranean
and also to make a point to the Arab Emirates that their
days of control are growing limited. The Middle East is
intended to become part of the U.S./Israeli Zionist Empire
for that region. It starts with the invasion of Iraq.]
AFRICA FAMINE THREAT RISES
By Laurie Goering, Tribune, 09/18/02
JOHANNESBURG—The AIDS epidemic, combined
with drought and political mismanagement, have slashed
agricultural production and worsened the threat of
famine in southern Africa, United Nations officials said
after a two-week tour of the hardest-hit countries.
About 14.4 million people—a 12 percent rise from
the UN’s July estimates—face starvation before March’s
harvest if food aid is not delivered, said James Morris,
head of the UN World Food Program.
“The intensity of this crisis is increasing faster than we
ever expected,” he said Monday after visiting Zimbabwe,
Zambia, Malawi, Lesotho, Mozambique and Swaziland.
UN workers found children fainting in school,
student enrollment plunging and more families where
“mom and dad are gone, grandmother now leads the
family or the child leads the family,” Morris said.
The most productive members of the family are dying
of AIDS, he said, leading to lower family income, less food
production and about 4 million orphans in the region.
Morris called it “a crisis of incredible proportions”.
One in four people in the affected nations has
AIDS or is infected with HIV, the virus that causes
AIDS, the UN said.
About half of those threatened with starvation in
the region are in Zimbabwe, where government land
seizures and economic policies have combined with
drought to cripple agricultural production. Because
Zimbabwe normally exports food to the region, “the change
in output there affects all six countries,” Morris said.
Zimbabweans are worst affected in part because the
government has fixed food prices at a level below the
cost of production, drying up domestic production and
private-sector imports of grain. That has left the burden
of providing food on President Robert Mugabe’s
government and on aid groups, UN officials said.
The country’s chaotic land reform also ensures
Zimbabwe’s farm production will remain low for at
least another growing season or two. The first
harvests are expected in March if rains return.
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Graham Farmer, southern African emergency
coordinator for the UN Food and Agriculture Organization,
said his agency is helping provide seeds and other
agricultural assistance to small farmers in Zimbabwe.
World Food Program officials say international
donors have come up with about 36 percent of the
$507 million in food aid the agency estimates is needed
to address the crisis and are close to finishing deals on
another 30 percent. The United States has provided
nearly 60 percent of the donated grain.
Morris said the furor over aid in the form of
genetically-modified corn has largely died away.
While most southern African countries have no
strong objections to accepting bioengineered corn as
food, they want to ensure such imports are milled so
the seeds cannot be accidentally or purposely
planted. Milling deals have been worked out in most
of the countries, Morris said, though Zambia, which
has 2.9 million people facing starvation, remains
opposed to genetically-modified imports.
Many African countries are seeking to keep their corn
crops free of genetically-modified varieties in hope of
winning higher prices on the international markets from
Europe and Japan, which bar most bioengineered crops.
[JR: The ominous statistics on Africa as to AIDS and
deaths and the growing number of orphans is reported
yearly by the UN. Africa and the sub-Saharan regions
seem to be the areas most susceptible to plagues and
famines. Such conditions are allowed to persist
because it is part of a plan to rid the planet of unwanted
people to reduce populations. Africa has been and is a
prime target… for now. It really helps when you have
governments that exacerbate this type of situation and
Zimbabwe is a prime example of this. This year the UN
is faced with an even bigger crisis and will have to
provide assistance to relieve the dire conditions in not
just one African country but six. We can only hope that
the World Food Program won’t be a case of too little
too late for too big a problem.]
9 CABINET MEMBERS LIST ASSETS IN MILLIONS
By Thomas B. Edsall, Washington Post, 09/19/02
WASHINGTON—When Vice President Dick
Cheney and the 14 statutory members of President
Bush’s Cabinet meet, 10 of them have one thing in
common: They are millionaires.
In fact, one-third of the Cabinet members are in
the $10 million-plus range and another third are in the
$1 million to $5 million range, according to their
financial disclosure statements.
The wealthiest is former Alcoa CEO Paul O’Neill, the
treasury secretary, who is worth $67 million to $253 million.
Disclosure forms do not give specific price
valuations for holdings, but instead require officials
to state whether an asset is worth from, for example,
$100,000 to $250,000, or $5 million to $25 million.
Like most of his affluent administration colleagues,
O’Neill has taken money out of directly owned stocks
to avoid allegations of conflicts of interest and
placed it in mutual, index and other funds with a wide
variety of holdings or into government notes.
O’Neill reported he has $25 million to $50 million in the
Vanguard Institutional Index fund, $5 million to $25 million
in a Salomon Smith Barney money market fund, and $5
million to $25 million in the Dodge & Cox Stock Fund.
Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld has roughly
the same amount of assets. Over the past 25 years,
he has been chief executive of G.D. Searle & Co. and
General Instrument Corp. He also has served on
corporate boards, including Tribune Co.; Kellogg Co.;
Sears, Roebuck and Co.; and Allstate Corp.
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Rumsfeld reported he is worth between $62.1
million and $115.8 million.
Cheney, former chief executive of Halliburton
Cos., is in third place with a reported worth between
$22 million and $104.1 million.
Secretary of State Colin Powell, a retired Army
general who has made a fortune by making speeches,
writing and serving on corporate boards, is worth
$14.6 million to $65.5 million, his accounting showed.
Commerce Secretary Donald Evans, former chief
executive of Tom Brown Inc., an oil and gas
company, is worth $10 million to $47.4 million, his
disclosure statement indicates.
After fifth-ranked Evans, there is a sizeable drop in
assets. The most affluent woman in the Cabinet is Labor
Secretary Elaine Chao, who had served on corporate boards.
Married to Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.), she reported
holdings of $100,000 to $500,000 in two Vanguard funds and
a Merrill Lynch tax-exempt money market fund.
[JR: How can the rich and the privileged who
“serve” in government understand the needs and the
problems of those who are losing their jobs because
of corporate greed, mismanagement, and through
treaties like NAFTA and GATT? We are fools to
think they do, especially around election time.]
G.A.O. SEEKS TO END SECRECY
SURROUNDING CHENEY’S ENERGY TASK FORCE
By Don Van Natta Jr., New York Times, 09/27/02
WASHINGTON—Lawyers for the General
Accounting Office and Vice President Dick Cheney
clashed today before a federal judge over which
branch’s claim is paramount—the executive power to
keep records confidential or the legislative right to
investigate how public money is spent.
For the first time in the 81-year history of the agency,
the comptroller general of the United States went to Federal
court today to ask a judge to order a member of the
executive branch to turn over records to Congress.
Lawyers for David M. Walker, the comptroller
general and head of the General Accounting Office,
and for the vice president argued over whether a
federal judge can force Mr. Cheney to reveal the
identities of industry executives who helped the
administration develop a national energy policy last year.
Judge John D. Bates, who was appointed to the
federal district court in December 2001 by President
Bush, did not decide the case from the bench today. A
decision is not expected for at least several weeks. After
that, whichever side loses is expected to appeal.
The politically charged lawsuit, entitled Walker v.
Cheney, raises important constitutional questions,
including whether the vice president can ignore a
request for information from the GAO without the
President’s decision to exercise executive privilege.
Carter G. Phillips, a lawyer for the GAO and a partner
in the Washington law firm of Sidley Austin Brown &
Wood, argued that if Judge Bates sided with the
administration, the decision would have a “devastating”
effect on “the GAO’s ability to do its job”.
“It would have an extraordinarily sweeping effect and
would significantly halt the Congress’s use of the General
Accounting Office to conduct nonpartisan investigations,”
Mr. Phillips told Judge Bates.
Mr. Phillips argued that a 22-year-old law allows the
comptroller general to “investigate all matters related to the
receipt, disbursement and use of public money.” The law
also gives the comptroller general the right to obtain all
“information the comptroller requires about the duties,
powers, activities, organization and financial transactions”
of the agency under investigation.

Paul Clement, the principal deputy solicitor general
who represents Mr. Cheney, told the judge that the GAO
lacks the legal standing to bring the case against the vice
president. Mr. Clement also argued that the law cited by
Mr. Phillips does not give the GAO the authority to
conduct an investigation of the vice president.
“No court that I’m aware of has ever ordered the
executive branch to turn over a document to a
Congressional agent,” Mr. Clement said. “This is
unprecedented.”
Mr. Clement was joined at the Government’s defense
table by Solicitor General Theodore Olson, who does not
usually attend arguments at the district court level. Indeed,
Mr. Cheney was originally going to be represented by the
Justice Department’s civil division. Mr. Olson’s role
demonstrates the importance of the case to both Mr.
Cheney and President Bush, who have said that disclosure
of the information would hamper the executive branch’s
ability to solicit the advice of outside experts.
[JR: It used to be that the comptroller of the U.S. had
the authority to investigate matters related to
government spending and to gather information
regarding meetings like the ones in which Cheney
was the overseer. That was under our old
Constitution which seems to have been nullified and
is conveniently buried under Presidential Executive
Orders. The President/Monarch now makes the laws
and is the law! The guarantee of immunity and
protection under “executive privilege” is Cheney’s
back door from ever being held accountable or to
face prosecution. The solicitor general wants us to
believe that he is defending the office and not
necessarily the man, VP Cheney. This type of
defense really enforces Cheney’s defiance to not
produce the documents of the secret meetings he held
in which he helped rewrite our energy policies.
Cheney can flaunt or delay the courts until he is well
out of office and receives a presidential pardon for
keeping the secret deals secret. It may be hard to
find just what underground facility Cheney might be
hiding or abiding in as he has had much experience
in hiding out until all threats and dangers are over.]
PLAN AFOOT TO RESTORE
STATUE OF KGB’S FOUNDER
By Alex Rodriguez, Tribune, 09/18/02
MOSCOW—Perhaps no moment better captured the
unshackling of the Soviet people from their communist
rulers than the night of Aug. 22, 1991, when thousands
of Russians shrieked in delight as cranes hoisted the
14-ton bronze statue of KGB founder Felix Dzerzhinsky
from Lubyanka Square in central Moscow.
Fireworks filled the sky. Euphoric Muscovites
swung picks and hammers into the statue’s graffiticovered pedestal, some screaming, “Die, fascist!” A
labor leader that night sized it up this way: “We are
cleaning away the waste from our lives.”
Now, in a move some Russians embrace and
many recoil from as unthinkable, Moscow Mayor Yuri
Luzhkov wants Dzerzhinsky’s glowering likeness put
back in the center of Lubyanka Square.
Luzhkov’s idea has ignited a fiery debate over
Dzerzhinsky’s place in Russian history—and what place he
should have anywhere outside the small riverside park to
which his battered statue was exiled 11 years ago.
On Monday, a leading Russian legislator began a
petition drive against the statue’s restoration.
The debate exposes a dilemma for Russians that
has lingered through the nation’s first postcommunism decade: Through what prism should
Russians view 74 years of Soviet rule?
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“We don’t know how to treat our own past,”
said Yury Samodurov, executive director of the
Moscow-based Andrei Sakharov Foundation, named
after the Russian human-rights leader. “We don’t
know who we want to become. And Luzhkov
belongs to this part of the population that lives in
denial of the true past of this country.”
A Polish Catholic from an aristocratic family,
Dzerzhinsky was picked by Bolshevik leader Vladimir Ilyich
Lenin to head the notorious Cheka, the first Soviet secret
police organization that later was known as the NKVD under
Josef Stalin, and afterward as the KGB.
It is not known how many deaths can be
attributed to Dzerzhinsky, who oversaw the Soviet
secret police until 1923. But he himself said terror
was police procedure, not a crime.
“We represent, in ourselves, organized terror,” he
said of the Cheka.
Today, the 40-foot-tall tribute to “Iron Felix”
weathers Moscow winters in the “Graveyard of Fallen
Monuments” along the Moscow River. …
Sensing a backlash, Luzhkov quickly explained that he
merely wanted to acknowledge the aesthetic of the statue
and the man who created it, sculptor Yevgeny Vuchetich.
But in the same breath he called Dzerzhinsky a
misunderstood man who worked to solve Soviet society’s
social ills, from child neglect to vagrancy.
“If we put on the scales all the things this man
has done, the good will prevail,” Luzhkov said.
By no means is Luzhkov the only Russian who
holds that view. Communist Party members of
Russia’s parliament brought up the idea of restoring
Dzerzhinsky’s statue in 1998 and again in 2000. …
This week in Lubyanka Square, several
Muscovites said they believe the Bolshevik’s legacy
of terror has been exaggerated and his contribution to
Russian society forgotten.
The nation uses Reconciliation Day to refer to its Nov.
7 holiday that in the Soviet era marked the anniversary of
the Bolshevik uprising. Still, on that day some Russians
proudly display portraits of Stalin, the Soviet leader
responsible for the deaths of millions.
And many older Russians who have struggled
economically through post-Soviet years yearn for a return
to days when the Soviet system meant free health care and
job security. Critics of Luzhkov’s proposal say that, for
those Russians, it’s easy to blot out from memory the
decades of oppression that helped define the Soviet era.
“A large segment of the population believes that
the Soviet system provided equality for everyone—an
equality that disappeared with the change of
government in 1991,” Samodurov said. “Many people
see that change as unjust.”
Luzhkov has said he plans to push hard for the
statue’s restoration, despite growing opposition. Boris
Nemtsov, a Russian parliament member and leader of the
Union of Right Forces Party, began a petition drive
Monday against the statue’s restoration. He said he
hopes to gather a million signatures.
“Everybody knows that Dzerzhinsky was an
executioner,” Nemtsov said. “I believe the call for
reinstating the monument is a provocation aimed at
splitting Russia.”
[JR: Doesn’t take long for the serpents to come out of their
nests to spin their lies and to polish their tarnished
images. Luzhkov, the Mayor or the Godfather of Moscow
as he is known by, wants to do more than just refurbish the
statue of Dzerzhinsky, the founder of the dreaded KGB.
Luzhkov is on a campaign to convince Russians that
Dzerzhinsky was misunderstood simply because he used
police terror tactics to improve the character of the
average Soviet citizen. Felix saw to it that any citizen who
dared questions the system had their rights suppressed or
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were exiled to the gulags in Siberia. His victims would
debate Luzhkov if any them were still alive to argue the
point. Today it could be said that Dzerzhinsky was a
true patriot who was only doing his job to save and
protect Russia from its enemies. Sound familiar?
Luzhkov, was and is an insider who plotted and
schemed during Yeltsin’s tenure and has strong ties
and connections with powerful oligarchs like the
schemers Berezovsky and Gusinsky. That does
provide enough clues as to his true motive, which is
to stir up old passions and emotions to create a
rivalry between the reformer Putin and the old
Bolshevik/Zionist hard-liners. Boris Nemtsov is
considered a reformist, so he knows that the same
Bolshevik games of deceit and deception are being played
out today to prevent Russia from extricating itself from
its Soviet past. History provides all the clues.]
LET’S HAVE A PICNIC FOR PEACE…
By Peggy of Arizona
[JR: This is an excerpt of a letter from a dear friend.
We feel it is too beautiful and too insightful not to share.]
If I were the mentor for both George W. Bush and
Saddam Hussein, I would not have them come to the
discussion table until they had been on my picnic. I would
take them to a place like Yosemite, where clear creeks run
into a cold Merced River, and high falls come endlessly into
vapors over the land, and flat rocks heated in the sun sit
like launching pads in the slow places of a river, and tall
trees and berry bushes abound. They’d have to wear
shorts and tee shirts, and they would go barefoot into the
mud, wading, and sit on the flat rocks that talk, and the
men would not be talking at all, except in their same
feelings, and they would make paper boats and send them
into the flow and eat spelt sandwiches and drink icy, clear
water, and eat gooseberries from the shore’s bushes. They
would be like little boys, in one way, but Cosmic children
at the same time… and the hawk would circle over them,
blessing them, and they, accepting the blessing in the silent
place of the heart where all is known. The ancient rocks of
the high cliffs would remind them of other times when they
walked this Earth in sacred footprints… and all the false,
human coatings would be picked up by the breezes and
dismissed into the Sun’s rays as the oneness of Creation
become their reality. Then, when their eyes would meet at
the table of human affairs, the interconnectedness would
bridge all the steps of the talk, and they would know
themselves as brothers and unable to betray LOVE as the
reality of ALL THAT IS. And then, they would go back to
their home places on Earth… and organize picnics not wars.
GOLD: THE FINAL SOLUTION
By James Sinclair, gold-eagle.com, 09/30/02
In order to comprehend how gold will be utilized
to reverse the present economic down spiral we need
to build our foundation of reasoning with several
fundamental concepts.
First: To understand the key ingredient in this
presentation, the dollar, you need to think of it in its
essential role as the common share of the United States
of America. Just as common shares of corporations
fluctuate in the market place, so do currencies, the
common shares of countries. Much like a quarterly or
annual report, the reported Budget Deficit portrays the
quality of economic management of this country. The
Trade Surplus or Deficit is akin to the earnings report of
the corporation, the U.S.A. The level of the discount
rate is the dividend rate of the common shares of the
U.S.A. Second: We can track the establishment of the

Instant Gratification Economy in the early 70s to its
birth in the Nixon Administration. That unfortunate
birth took place with the reduction of the
requirements of the Gold Cover Clause from 5% to 0%.
The function of the Gold Cover is to assure that the
size of the money supply does not exceed a given
amount of gold cover. That cover is a value number
that can increase by obtaining more ounces or a
higher quotation when valuing the gold at market
rather than the absurd $41 that is used now.
The sterilization of the Gold Cover Clause handed
the control of the supply of money in the U.S.A. over
to quasi-political special interest control. It was this
act that gave birth to the paper economy of the USA,
thereby founding the ensuing three generation
Instant Gratification Economy. Items that control act as
alarms. Gold was a control and an alarm that rang
through its price. Currency parities were alarms in terms
of market fluctuations to or away from parity rates.
Nixon’s sterilization of the Gold Cover Clause
accelerated the world economy on a course to a
condition devoid of an alarm system. Today’s body
economic is much like the human body with the
disease whereby the body loses its ability to feel
pain, thus inadvertently placing itself in harms way.
We now live in “Alarmless Casino Society” within the
“Instant Gratification Economy”, now in the throws of
its own demise. That is why the markets have become
pure casinos in which a crisis a day sounds no alarm.
An interesting question one might ask themselves is:
What post-Nixon Governor of the Federal Reserve has
failed to prime the money pump in the U.S.A. during the
last two years of an incumbent president’s terms in order
to grease the wheels of the economy and equity
markets, facilitating the incumbent’s re-election?
Third: Gold has one primary role in its relation to a
currency. That role is not convertibility. Convertibility
dealt with gold’s role to control Trade Balances. The
source of the problem is not trade balances, it is the
freedom to create violent changes in the supply of
money. Gold has only one monetary function; it acts as
a control. Gold could control the very item that stands
at the foundation of today’s nemesis, the errors in
human judgment resulting in mismanagement of the
money supply. It is a glaring contradiction for an
economic society, built on the ability of free markets to
effect economic distribution, to trust a group of
‘quasi-political special interest people with titles’ with
the management of our economy via the expansion or
contraction of the money supply, primarily.
Communism and socialism are supposedly dead, the
U.S.A. is in the process of paying a high price for it
is a socialist principle to allow the titled few to
manage the economy as has been the case since the
reduction of the Gold Cover Clause to Zero.
Fourth: To determine how a group of people with the
ability to act will perform in a market crisis, we need only
examine their reasoning and action in a previous situation.
The recent extreme decline is U.S. equities has been blamed
in part on the Imperialistic Attitude of CEOs acting in some
cases above and beyond law. In order to attempt to create
a return of confidence in the paper assets, the common
shares of U.S. corporations, new laws have been passed for
mandating corporate management’s ethical behavior.
This is what is called a Legislated Enforced Ethic.
Therefore, one can conclude, that the in an economic
crisis the minds of those empowered to act will
generate towards a solution that includes the
utilization of legislated enforced ethics, especially if
the means are already legislated and in the system.
Fifth: Definition—A spiral is a grouping of cause
and effect that work to accelerate each other towards an
event which then empowers the spiral itself.
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There exists a clear downward spiral of events, each
affecting the other to affect the other with no evidence
that this cycle will end. A downward spiral in markets
is not much different from a downward spiral in the
human experience. In that sense, a downward spiral
such as depression requires intervention in order to
reverse it. Psychotropic drugs, as an intervention, are
often prescribed in order to provide an intervened
window that can prevent the depression down spiral
from going to its predictable end. Should the patient
grasp that opportunity provided by the intervention,
taking a more positive look at their circumstance, real
progress may occur in their lives. Similarly, to reverse
a downward economic spiral of today’s proportion, great
intervention is necessary to effect a long-term recovery.
Sixth: The most serious potential economic problem
is the least understood of all situations today. That
problem is the $72 trillion worth at notional value for
worldwide derivatives that exists on the books of
commercial banks, of which 69.4% of all that unfunded
specific performance paper is on the books of U.S.
financial institution and 35% of it belongs to JPM.
Those that believe that this is not a problem because
more derivatives can be written to adjust to
circumstances also have to believe that this mountain of
unfunded specific performance contracts will never be
asked by anyone to perform. The foundation of this
assumption is that there will never be any counter party
risk, because when a counter party risk occurs derivative
traders are no longer in charge, attorneys and
accountants take over. When the accountants and
attorneys arrive, specific performance will be required,
and down comes the unfunded pile of sewage paper.
The long-term destructive potential of such an
occurrence is unthinkable. Nobody who is sane can take
any comfort in such a development of this proportion.
Seventh: Who says that the U.S. dollar, once it
closes below 104 on the USDX index, cannot at some
time in its 21-month future window of Bear possibilities
put on a NASDAQ type decline? We live in Casino
market world affecting all markets, played by tranches of
money larger than that of the central bank individually
or collectively. Nobody in the established investment
community expected the NASDAQ to do what it did.
Nobody in the established investment community
expects the U.S. dollar to do what it will do. The heart
of the Down Spiral is the U.S. dollar. To stop the Down
Spiral, should it get totally out of hand, before a
collapse of the $72 trillion mountain of sewage,
unfunded, specific obligation paper, called derivative,
the dollar will have to be rescued long-term by some act
to resuscitate faith in that paper asset, the U.S. Dollar.
Eighth: The Present Economic Spiral, which will
cause a significant rise in the gold price and a
significant further drop in the U.S. dollar, is;
In the Environment of an expanding U.S. Budget Deficit
we are experiencing an expanding U.S. Trade Deficit, which
impacts an expanding U.S. Current Account Deficit which
as it arrives at 5% of U.S. Gross Domestic Product produces
significant currency adjustments in the U.S. dollar.
A lower U.S. Dollar in Forex Market
As a result of a new decline in the dollar below the
first low of 104 as measured by the USDX index, nonU.S. holders of U.S. Government Securities will begin to
reduce their purchases. The shift in momentum of
purchasing reverses the previous up trend in this market,
which will result in a surprise increase in interest rates
in the environment of weak business conditions
internationally. This results in a further drop in general
equities from any recovery level or from the present
levels as we have always seen that declining U.S. equity
prices are accompanied by further declines in the U.S.
Dollar. Therefore a further drop in the U.S. Dollar occurs.
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And therefore the down spiral marches on and on.
This economic spiral will continue to push gold
higher and the dollar lower. Each time it impacts
upon itself, the factors in the Down Economic Spiral
further impact the holders of U.S. Treasury
instrument producing the 5th Element of a Long-term
Bull Market in Gold by creating the most unexpected
Long Term Bear market in U.S. Treasury instrument
due cyclically and fundamentally, as explained above,
to occur. Historically U.S. interest rates are not made
by the Federal Reserve. Rather, U.S. interest rates
are a product of the market level of U.S. Treasury
instruments. That is a key concept to keep in mind.
Ninth: As part of the conditioning that has taken
place during the experience of the three-generation
“Instant Gratification Economy”, the majority of market
participants, even those akin to gold, believe that
governments are more powerful than markets. This is a
fallacy about to be proven wrong. Markets are the most
powerful economic forces in a world awash in paper money.
Conclusion
I see no solution on the horizon that can reverse
the course of the long-term down spiral in the U.S.
economy therefore I must conclude that at some point
before June of 2004 and possibly much sooner, the U.S.
dollar will take a most unexpected decline in value.
This will be seen internationally as a loss of confidence in
the common shares of the United State and the ability and
ethics of its corporate managers, specifically the sitting
administration and the Federal Reserve System.
To reinstitute faith in the U.S. dollar, which is now in
a decline similar to the common shares of a tech company,
there will be a move toward a Legislated Enforced Ethics
in the same manner as was utilized for U.S. corporate
common shares recently. These ethics already exist as
procedural law governing the USD Treasury tools.
The name of it is the Gold Cover Clause. The
percentage will be raised from Zero as it now stands to
whatever is required to show a guaranteed ethical
control over the free creation of too many dollars, the
root cause of today’s problems. It is the case of “too
many dollars” that is at the heart of all the problems and
is the death rattle of the Instant Gratification Economy
in existence from Nixon’s administration to the present.
If the Gold Cover Clause is revitalized before gold
trades above $529, or before a significant shaking of the $72
trillion mountain of unfunded specific performance contracts
known as derivatives by the surprise of increasing interest
rates, then severe long-term damage to the system will not
occur. The down spiral will be reversed and a new general
equities market will take birth. Economies worldwide will
recover. The incentive for central banks to see gold lower
will be extinguished. Gold will trade above and below
the price at which the gold cover clause is revitalized
probably by $50, determined by economic conditions.
We will not have a return to the recent past in a market
sense, but rather an economic environment will exist where
growth has to be earned by good management because
monetary aggregates will not rise and fall like they have
since Nixon gave birth to the deification of paper.
A Warning: If gold trades above $529 without a
meaningful intervention that cures the down spiral, then
technically gold is destined to play its role as the final
market solution to balance the balance sheet of the U.S.A.
by trading at $1459 to $1700. This will only occur if there
is a meltdown in the derivative market with attendant
unthinkable economic implication. The reason gold will
perform like that will be the short cover of massive
proportions resulting from the unfunded, specific obligation
contracts, called gold derivative melting down. Once that
short cover is completed, who will pay those prices for
gold? No one. Gold will decline from those levels with a
vengeance only witnessed in its rise.
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